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In the December editorial we summarize the lessons of the U.S. Labor

Party's initial electoral organizing drives. The Labor Party, electoral arm
of the National Caucus of Labor Committees, emerged clearly in
senatorial, mayoral and councilmanic races in key cities across the
country as the only working class alternative to the government collapse,
and handfuls of serious organizers are being drawn into"the process of
building a "government in the wings" through the campaigns .... Fur-
ther elaboration of L. Marcus's historic breakthrough in Marxian
sociology is contained in The Case of Ludwig Feuerbach, Part I, third in
the series of "psychoanalytic papers," where Feuerbach's principal
contributions to the advancement of human knowledge are viewed in the
context of his stifling obsession with Mother .... Finally we include the
Draft Program of the European Caucus of Labour Committees, Our
Direct March to World Power, an overview of the organizing process in
Europe.

We apologize to our Subscribers and general readership for the late
schedule we have been running for the past several months, and assure
you that this is being remedied. Our greatly increased publication
activities -- quantitatively as well as qualitatively -- have produced an
initial backlog in our production rooms. The issuance of a series of major
extensive works in The Campaigner in particular, beginning with
"Beyond Psychoanalysis" in the Sept./Oct. issue, has necessitated a
virtual doubling in the intended size of each monthly issue, and
production schedules have had to be adjusted accordingly.

• The January Campaigner will feature the second and final part of L.
Marcus's The Case of Ludwig Feuerbaeh, complemented by the

• promised expose of Alfred Schmidt and West Germany's Frankfurt
School -- the principal bourgeois-academic pornographic merchandis-
ers of Feuerbach today- The Case of Alfred Schmidt by Thomas
Maerz .... The editorial on the oil crisis, situating it in the process of -%
capitalist depression collapse, has been re-scheduled for January to
make room for the urgent evaluation of the Labor Party's electoral
organizing campaigns which appears in this issue .... Our deepening
coverage of Latin America will be reflected in the January issue in an
in-depth study of Mexico, Mexico: The Political Economy of "Progres-
sive" Primitive Accumulation by Daniel Sol.

This volume begins a series of reprints which will
document the history of the National Caucus of
Labor Committees through its publications. The
contents of this volume were chosen according to
present necessity rather than chronologically.
This volume contains the pamphlet Socialism or
Fascism?, and from The Campaigner: Centrism
As A Social Phenomenon; The New Left, Local

STRATEGY Control, and Fascism; and Toward a Dialectics ofArt.
FOR

SOCIALISM The price of this volume is $2.00.
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THE
U.S.LABORPARTY

editorial CAMPAIGN
The National Caucus of Labor Committees (NCLC) connected organizing campaigns were created in the

emerged as the leading socialist organization in the first half of the year. NUWRO was founded, and
U.S.A. during the December, 1972 to March, 1973 oriented toward such activities as building caucuses
organizing of the National Unemployed and Welfare among union members. A Revolutionary Youth Move-
Rights Organization (NUWRO).* The open alliance of ment (RYM) was initiated, chiefly among black and
the demoralized Communist Party U.S.A. with the Hispanic adolescents. The several electoral campaigns
well-known CIA agent, Ed Schwartz, in government- already in progress were coordinated within a newly ex-
directed efforttodestroy NUWRO unleashed a chain of panded electoral program in the form of the U.S.
events in which the decay and weakness of the CP was Labor Party.

exposed. The fact that the CPUSA openly solicited aid The general tactic of the Labor Party had been intro-
against the NCLC from the "Trotskyists" and the duced in principle in October, 1972, in the launching of
police told the story clearly enough, the NCLC's 1973 municipal electoral campaign. It was

not to be the sort of token protest-vote campaign tradi-
The capitalist press, government agencies, and tionally launched by the (DeLeonist) Socialist Labor

- AFL-CIO bureaucrats were among the first to react Party, SWP, or CPUSA. The Labor Party electoral tactic
sharply to the NCLC's newly dominant position on the is to exploit the opportunity of the electoral confronta-
left. UAW officials took the lead, dispatching goon- tion with capitalist candidates to build a political
squads and sundry harassments of NCLC and NUWRO machine. The specific objective, for which our cam-
members and supporters. Police frame-ups, increas- paign activities are immediately designed, is syste-
ingly tracable to CIA-directed LEAA operations, are matic recruitment to a growing political machine.
proliferating. The New York Times, whose officials

react hysterically to the subject of the NCLC, developed The difference between October, 1972 and mid-1973,
a most curious and unprecedented coverage of the was that NUWRO had been established in March, 1973
organization, and RYM was being launched in late Spring. The U.S.

Labor Party was established as the electoral arm, in
The Socialist Workers Party (SWP) the largest U.S. effect, of NUWRO, while RYM activities were corre-

(ex-)Trotskyist group, rallied an amalgam of semi- lated with campaign work.
Trotskyists, Maoists, and liberals around a "stop-the-

Labor Committees-before-it-is-too-late"-alliance in Tactical Situation In The U.S.A.
support of the CPUSA, and soon began publicly de-

manding police action against the NCLC. The importance of this particular kind of electoral
Quite apart from the antics of labor bureaucrats and tactic is clearer if the general political situation of the

frantic, discredited sects, the NCLC was confronted U.S. proletariat and left is identified first.

with the more challenging outcome of its newly-
dominant position in the left. It now had the obligation By ordinary measurements, the U.S. has been in a
of directly fulfilling the principal proletarian-organizing period of relative reaction since Spring, 1972, the nadir
tasks of the socialist movement. Three principal, inter- of a general ebb which had been in process since the

Summer of 1968. Nearly all the "outside organizing"
* Changed to North American Unemployed and Welfare Rights activities of the CPUSA, SWP-YSA, and others have
Organization in order to include Canadian chapters, collapsed into less than token status, most of these left
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groups shrinking and internally demoralized. Apart workers are confronted with increasing encroachments
from activities initiated by the Labor Committees, there on their incomes and working conditions. Beginning
is almost no radicalized or militant section of the Sept., 1971, they found their usual institutions of mili-
masses in motion, tant reformist struggle, e.g. their unions, impotent to

resist this juggernaut of hysterical capitalist self-
That is the factual situation, but by itself it paints too interest. Approximately the Spring of 1972, they lost

superficial and practically useless a picture. How is it confidence in these struggles and institutions.
that the Labor Committees are rapidly growing in num-
bers, activities, and influence in such a period? Unless Even the most ordinary sort of reformist concession
one believes in magic, there must be another side than can be won only by a politically-conscious mass move-
ebb to the present U.S. situation, ment prepared to assume state power and directly run

every aspect of the economy. The capitalists would
In brief, the situation combines a collapse of milit_ant offer concessions to such a movement -- under some

t_|ormi_t ferment with the emergence of a political circumstances -- solely as a short-term, tactical effort
consciousness. The CPUSA, etc. are oriented toward to neutralize part of the movement's base. The usual
intervention in the former; the CP, SWP, etc. are worker may not yet see the situation in such clear-cut
caught in a situation of tactical despair. The Labor terms, but the outlook which Labor Committee organ-
Committees' work is addressed to the latter aspect of izing finds among masses of workers in every major
the current process, and hence is growing, industry is a reflection of the fact that the workers

understand just this reality in their own foggy under-

The reason for this situation is quite lawful. The standing of it.
capitalist system has been in a new world-wide depres-
sion since August, 1971. The institutional changes in In this situation, the Labor Committee and NUWRO
imperialism which were effected at Bretton Woods organizers weekly "bombard" thousands of workers in
cause the form of this depression to he somewhat dif- key industries across the nation. In this process, tens of
ferent to date than previous depressions. The ending of thousands of workers recognize the NCLC as "the
"inter-imperialist rivalries" by the establishment of a communists" of the 1970's. Tens, twenties, or even
single, U.S.-dominated international reserve system fifties in each of various locations are regular readers of
has caused the depression to so far express itself in the New Solidarity and The Organizer. Out of each hundred
guise of an "ecological" or "underproduction" crisis, or so such readers, there are several active contacts.
rather than a direct movement toward collapse of pro- Out of each dozen or so contacts, there are one or two
duction levels in the traditional way. We are therefore individuals who are or will shortly become NCLC or
witnessing the classical depression shift from reformist NUWRO organizers.
ferment to political consciousness, but in the modified .
form of the present depression. As new organizers become active in this way, their

activity increases the impact of the work on the contacts

Summary account of the economics of the collapse- in that locale. New contacts develop, out of which new
process shows the direct link to the social situation in organizers become active. At the same time, this
the U.S. process among workers affects the politically-conscious

persons drawn to the NCLC from other social strata.
Because of the new systems of credit -- to paint the

whole matter briefly -- imperialism has been able to so This begins to explain why the Labor Committees are
far maintain the market integrity of most equity and developing while the rest of the Left is demoralized
debt instruments, and also keep a high level of short- and moribund.
term liquidity by drastic inflationary measures. The
continued ability of the depression-ridden system to
maintain this unstable structure depends absolutely on The Laws of The Process
increasing the general rate of exploitation at a rate
somewhat greater than the general rate of inflation. In The question ought to occur: Why is it that only a
the mechanics of capitalist finance, the value the certain tiny fraction immediately responds to what is

• capitalists themselves collectively place upon their obviously the only solution to the oppressing problems
equity and debt-holdings is based on their confidence in of life of them all? A scientific approach to socialist
their political capacity to discount tomorrow's further- transformation would seem to demand an answer to
reduced real incomes of the working class, this. Heretofore, the best leaderships of the socialist

movement have developed a relatively pragmatic ap-
Consequently, reformist struggles run into not a proach to this problem. The Labor Committees have

stone wall, but an oncoming juggernaut. If the workers been the first to determine the underlying laws of the
were to succeed in merely maintaining the current organizing process governing this problem. The dif-
general level of their real incomes, capitalist values -- ferences in method and superior effectiveness of the
and capitalist employment -- would collapse. The NCLC are the result of applying this discovery.
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As is detailed in the course of a series of articles on The distinctice outward feature of this process is that

the "new psychoanalysis," published or soon to be qualitative new stops occur in sudden Jumps, ratherpublished, the mind of the individual includes two than gradual accumulation. Across the nation, at one

i alternative "entities," each of which can alternatively period of the process, not more than a certain smallbe the location of the sense of "I." One of these, the ratio can be recruited, no matter how brilliant the

I usual location of 'T' in the alienated individual, is the efforts. Then, abruptly, the ratio of recruitable organ-
infantile Ego. The alternative, characteristic of great izers jumps up a notch. The transition from an apparent

i creative individuals and actually class-conscious fight- inert mass to explosions of militant mass action occurs
ers, is the self-conscious self. In practice, in all persons in the same general way. The "jump" in all cases is
of superior combined intellectual and moral qualities, analogous to a breakthrough to self-consciousness in
the sense of 'T' tends to be located most of the time in psychoanalytical work: the "threshhold conditions" for
the Ego, but with a strong accompanying influence of such a jump to self-consciousness have been fulfilled.
self-consciousness. In the extreme, one can say with
approximate accuracy that the more pro-capitalist, or
more heteronomic, worker is decidedly characterized The importance of this could hardly be overstated.
by infantile Ego outlooks: sensual banality, an obses- Day by day, correct work must appear, for long periods,

l sive notion of "mine," hostility to "strangers," and, to produce no tangible direct results. Meanwhile, if thegenerally, a strong belief in "local control." The propaganda and related exertions are correct, the pre-
socialist revolutionary is, by contrast, associated with conditions for a "jump" are being accumulated, almost
the intellectual and moral qualities of self-conscious- imperceptibly, in the mind of large masses. Here, the
ness: a scientific Interest in life and technology, "practical politician," ignorantly guiding himself by
concern for the general progress of humanity, seeking short-term "objective results," shows himself an in-
to detormine what to do to make his life-activity more competent fool in revolutionary politics: he is useful
useful to the general human Interest, a strong moral only for purely opportunistic, "tailist" politics. Here,

commitment to serious self:educ.ation and ge.neral the only reliable guide to practice is the most advanced
development. The deplorable mfantde Ego-state Is not theory. Success depends upon knowing, over long
incurable; the science of the socialist organizing pro- periods without reassuring tangible confirmation of
cess is the lawful approach to systematically lifting direct results, that a certain result is being accumulated
workers from the bourgeois infantile state toward self- in the mind of the masses.
consciousness. In general, the size and power the

movement must represent to break through the infan- This is not to argue that there is no empirical method
tile state of mind of a certain stratum of workers is the for guaging correct methods of this sort. The useful
measure of their relative pro-capitalist infantilism, empirical methods are all indirect. For example: in

' frequent instances, an enraged response is the most
There is an intermediate state between workers' pro- positive symptom of a conscience aroused. How to

capitalist, pro-"local control," heteronomic infantilism assess such indirect evidence is an extended subject in
and revolutionary class self-consciousness. This inter- its own right. It is sufficient, here, to emphasize that
mediate state is the "agony of self-consciousness," a the mastery of revolutionary organizing program poll-
state in which the worker has become intellectually cies is the most advanced sort of scientific work, not a
aware of the reactionary nature of his non-socialist business to be decided by mere "practical" organizers.
behavior, but is yet unable to break with pro-capitalist
ways of acting. There are certain qualities of ideas which are

peculiarly suited to self-consciousness, and others
There are two things of outstanding practical impor- which reenforce infantile outlooks. The distinctive

tance to be said about this: how this lawfulness deter- feature of all popular Communist Party propaganda in
mines the general organizing process, and what the all countries is its vulgarity, its opportunistic pandering
necessary content or the organizing work must be. to infantile prejudices of parochial self-interest among

workers. In the psychoanalytical sense, CP propaganda
The mass propaganda contact with tens of thousands is permeated with a counterrevolutionary stink of

of workers is generally an indispensable preparatory infantile banality: it "talks down" to workers. The
step of the process, educating them toward, first, an content of self-conscious ideas is epitomized by the
intermediate state of conscience-stricken "agony of Labor Committee's program for worldwide develop-
self-consciousness." This process also ferrets out the ment of food production. This. summarizes al! the
rarer individual of a higher relative degree of self- essential general facts concerning acreages, yields,
consciousness. As the educational and organizing work fertilizers, tractors, irrigation, etc., and shows that
persists, the mass is being developed, in broader there is no solution to the food shortage in any nation
numbers, toward self-consciousness. Meanwhile, the taken autarkically. The workers' improvement of this
growing numbers and impact of organizers already in part of his family's material existence depends upon his
motion is always the lawful pre-condition for "breaking understanding and acting upon his common worldwide
through" to entire new strata, class's self-interest in general development of the
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productive forces. Labor Committee literature is filled The initial goal is not to roll up significant minority
with elaborations on this point, ballots, but to pre-condition a broad stratum of workers

while actually drawing in a smaller layer of political
Programs such as the food program are absolutely organizers into NUWRO and RYM. This initial objec-

not competently developed by a few dozen ignorant but tive requires running as if we had a good chance of
sincere ultra-leftists with a mimeograph machine, winning the vote. Few votes will be gained by this
Teams of trained individuals, educated in theoretical effort- initially, but the workers will not be surf;-
economics and dialectical method, supervised by a ciently impressed for future results if a merely token,
scientifically qualified political leadership, are precon- dilatory form of campaign is run. This represents a
ditions for producing such results. And a scientifically massive effort by the cadres with relative small
qualified mass of cadre-organizers is needed to com- immediate, direct gains.
municate this program to workers who must make it
clear to other workers. The effectiveness of the Labor The returns from Fall elections were modest, but
Committees depends upon the quality as well as the high relative to "token" types of socialist electoral
correct form of its organizing. In addition to the quality campaigns. More important than the balloting was the
of basic scientific education given to every member, the quality of the campaigning itself. The opponent capi-
NCLC, in particular, maintains the largest intelligence talist machines were awe-stricken: they had never
organization of any socialist organization in the capital- experienced such serious, intense and massive opposi-
;st sector, developing programmatic material as well as tion campaigning from Left candidates. Until the final
counterintelligence against capitalist anti-working weeks of the municipal campaign in New York City; for
class activities, example, the Labor Party had more organizers at work

than any capitalist candidate, and far more than the rest
None of this organizing and scientific work is better of the Left put together. In Charlotte, North Carolina,

than a very poor approximation of what it is prescribed the local capitalists reacted as if they expected the Red
to be, but it exists and is a constantly improving Army to invade.
approximation. Relative to other Left groups in North
America and Europe, the Labor Committees are so far From now into 1975 the Labor Party will be cam-
the only tendency which has understood the ABC's of paigning for an increasing number of offices twelve
the organizing process, months of the year, feeding the organization gains of

the electoral work into building NUWRO political-
How the Labor Party Works machine organizations in every plant and working-class

neighborhood. The tangible progress toward a genu-
In a period of emerging political consciousness, the inely mass-based vanguard organization will occur in

workers' attention turns towardthe electoral process -- "jumps," each qualitative step preconditioned by
at least in sectors in which he is conditioned to the saturation methods of sustained mass propaganda in
mystique of the ballot, such as the U.S.A. Initially, he the midst of what might appear for a time to be an
views the electoral process with new contempt: he has unresponsive mass.
little remaining confidence that he will gain any good
from that source. Yet, because he has even less Since August, 1971, during aperiod in which the rest
confidence in trade-union and other reformist extra- of the Left had stagnated or even declined in both
electoral remedies, he is becoming unusually suscepti- membership and activities, the NCLC has multiplied its
ble to the idea of a working-class party which addresses membership more than six times; recently the Labour
itself to drastic programs corresponding to his increas- Committee organizations in Canada and Western Eu-
;ugly desperate self-interest. To the most advanced rope have begun a similar growth. The largest leap in
strata of workers, the idea of building such a political influence and inner strength of the NCLC itself oc-
machine begins to capture the energy of attention he curred during the past year of NUWRO, RYM, and
would ordinarily focus on reformist militant action. Labor Party work. By the Fall of 1974, the Labor Party

campaigning will have begun the process of turning
The U.S. Labor Party, the de facto electoral arm of these present forces into the beginning of a rapidly

the NUWRO political machine, provides just such an growing, already mass-based vanguard movement in
alternative. Accordingly, the Labor Partyhas conducted the U.S.A., a development in "the heart of the
its initial small barrage of local campaigns in 1973, and monster" which will favorably alter the tactical situ-
has already begun a scheduled increased campaigning at;on of the socialist struggle in both Western conti-
for 1974. nents and Western Europe.



THEINTELLECTUALRENAISSANCE On careful reflection, we cannot doubt that this is the
case. The failure of the socialist movement to initiato

According to the admirable thesis of Shelley's "In just such a renaissance both embodies and otherwise
Defence of Poetry," a great social revolution ought to reflects all the essential reasons for its failures. It is an
be presaged and accompanied by a general increase in old philistine asses' saw that "socialism couldn't work
popular intelligence and a proliferation of extraordinary unless human nature" were changed. Out of the bray-
productions in art and science. Yet, for the case of the ing of fools! The statement is perversely true: without
Bolshevik Revolution of 1917, we have quite the con- an intellectual revolution which initiates an effective
trary picture, general change in apparent "human nature" under

capitallsm, it is improbable that a socialist transforma-
The Great French Revolution was preceded and tion could occur in the advanced capitalist sector during

followed by the greatest intellectual ferment in his- the period ahead.
tory a powerful upsweep of the mind especially from
the beginnings of the sixteenth century through ap- This is no "mere opinion," no arbitrary assertion.
proximately the middle of the nineteenth. The Bol- The following summary argument locates the connec-
shevik Revolution was preceded by approximately a tion between socialism and the prerequisite, partlenl_
quarter century of erosion of European intellectual life, kind of intellectual renaissance required at this time.
and was followed by the past half century of deepening
moral imbecility in art, and apart from applied science, As we outlined the case in "Beyond Psychoanaly-
stagnation (on balance) of truly fundamental advances sis," [2] and elsewhere, socialist transformation is
in basic scientific knowledge.[1] Considering Shelley's based on the self-organization of a majority of the politi-
cited thesis, one may be prompted to consider the pro- cal working class in agreement with a specific notion of
position that the absence of a contextual intellectual world-wide economy, "expanded socialist reproduc-
renaissance may be a major consideration in the failure tion." As we indicated the nature of the case in our "In
of revolutionary socialist movements in Western Eu- Defense of Rosa Luxemburg" [3] none of the formerly
rope and North America during the recent fifty years, hegemonic socialist organized tendencies e.g., soc-
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ial-democratic, "Stalinist," "Trotskyist," "Maoist" -- flawlessly consistent each step of such differentiation,
had or even sought a conceptual grasp of actual "ex- however "infinite" its progression toward "complete
panded reproduction." The mere toleration of the distinction" of differentia(predicates), never approach-
"economic" writings of such incompetents as Rudolf _ es the immediate perception ("True infinity") of the
Hilferding, Otto Bauer, Nikolai Bukharin, Ernest Man- subject in this method.
del, Paul Sweezy, et al. as even moot within the bounds
of actual Marxian economic theory, is itself indicative of "Seizing the subject-matter" conceptually demands
the intellectual bankruptcyofthe socialist organizations creating or locating within one's mental process a
and of academic circles which treat such constipated practical "image" of the external subject. For a simple
literature as serious theorizing, example: knowledge of an automobile is not a canonical

description of the auto and its parts. It must be the kind
Since "expanded socialist reproduction" Is the of Gestalt which appropriately guides one to operate,

fundamental, absolutely distinguishing premise of otherwise use, repair the vehicle, etc. Even that sort of
socialist society, the serf-styled socialist tendencies qualification is insufficient to identify the higher kind of
which shared Left-domination of the workers' difficulty presented by the prospect of actually knowing
movement prior to 1968 do indeed represent lead- the concept "expanded reproduction." Explicitly dia-
ers without a conception of a goal, lacking even the lectical concepts require reference to a special aspect of
ability to select the direction in what the undefined mental life, an aspect which is twofoldly blocked from
goal might be encountered, wilful access to direct consciousness in almost all

members of capitalist society.
It is not sufficient merely to prescribe that the

socialist movement must now master the notion of "ex- The problem of conceptualizing "expanded repro-
panded reproduction." The concept to be communi- duction" (or any other dialectical notion) is not a formal
cated cannot be understood in terms agreeable to here- difficulty within the realm of learning, but is essentially
tofore ordinary forms of mental behavior. To demand a neurosis-based blockage, a product of the grand-
clarity on "expanded reproduction" from the old varie- mother of neuroses, bourgeois ideology.
ties of "socialist" organization is like buying a mule for
stud-service. In that connection we now underline a point which we

have repeatedly presented in our preceding writings of
Here we intersect the issue of an urgent gen- this series.[4]

eral renaissance.
Learning andeven ordinary knowledge is limited

either to object-images or to notions susceptible of
The Problem of Knowledge Versus Learning being made conscious in the form of object-images. The

persuasion that no other form of knowledge is possible
There are two ways in which a student may ordinarily is so pervasive that nearly everyone accepts as "axio-

secure the reputation of knowing a subject. He may, on matic" the obsessive assertion of mechanistic thinkers
the one hand, merely "learn about" the matter in to the effect that the physical universe must be primi-
question, memorizing jargon and prescribed glosses tively based on elementary "discrete particles" (or, the
and exegeses, rehearsing himself generally in the pro- agnostic versions of the same mechanistic world-out-
duction of plausible paraphrases of lecture materials look, that the phenomena of the physical universe are
and assigned texts. In mathematics, too often he learns entirely limited to sense-date of self-evident discrete-
procedures through repetitive drill. Such learning and ness). Although there have been recurring efforts to
drill represents no actual knowledge of the ostensible conceptualize a "non-particularate" form of temporal-
subject-matter itself; it is no more than a plausible, spatial continuity, in all but the rarest instances of this
credulous simulation of the bare, dead form of living the accomplished definitions of such "lines," "sheets,"
knowledge. On such premises, it is unfortunately nec- etc. are ultimately intuitions which have been degraded
essary to point out, most Ph.D.'s in general and profes- to poorly disguised "bad infinity" constructs within a
sors in particular are merely learned and hence obses- "logical system" which is itself premised on the axioms
sively ignorant of the indicated real subjects of their of discrete relationships (e.g., illustrated crudely by the
learning, widespread paralogical assumption that a straight line

is defined by two points). Ordinarily, the constipated
At best, learning represents something analogous to logician is therefore about to woo the credulous to his

drawing a boundary around a subject, a differentiation conceit that an infinite continuum cannot be "logically"
which states in effect: "Within this circumference lies primitive: there there are no true, existent universals.
the subject I am naming, as distinct from another sub-
ject which is located within this other closed line Our Spinozan treatment of Descartes' "Perfection"
boundary." Learning does not go into the enclosed theorem [5] has introduced the general type of concep-
"area," does not directly seize the subject Itself. "Bad tion of a primRive Infinite continuity, within which class
infinite" enumeration and circumscriptions, however of mental phenomena the notion of "expanded repro-
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duction" is to be located. The notion of a special kind of class or even recognizing a general class interest. By
""transfinite invariance" for a nested array of histori- situating socialism within the domain of that infantile
cally-ordered Riemannian spaces is the more appropri- relic, the bourgeois Ego, i.e., postulating pseudo-
ate paradigm to be considered.[6] In such a derivation socialism in practice, those tendencies degraded the
from Riemannian conceptions, the physical,universe is goal of a unified, world-wide working-class society to an
no longer regarded as defined for finite ("conservation ineffable, hence chiliastic dream, a mere blurred, senti-
of a fixed quantum of") energy per se. Instead, the mental vision of "socialism" irrelevant as its efficient
ordinary sort of "entropicV energy phenomena are result to those same parties' daily practice. Pandering
treated as necessary special cases (predicated cases) of to "nationalism," to the chauvinism of either trade-
a certain quality (true infinite within the finite) of unionists generally, or the more vicious craft-life paro-
"negenffopy." The simplest paradigm for the order of chialism of mere sections of organized labor, these ten-
conception required by such a definition of transfinite dencies have made a hideous travesty of the very name
invariance is developed in our treatments of Value for of "working-class struggle," and, coherent with this,
Marxian economic theory[7], in which negentropy is ex- eschewed real, creative mental life on the Proletcultist
pressed by a tendency for exponential increases in that premise of thereby adapting to and propitiating the ex-
ratio, S'/(C+V). isting, infantile prejudices of the bourgeoisified

workers.

The notion for any of such a class of conceptions
cannot be located as an "object-image;" there is no
way in which this sort of notion can be known on the The Psychoanalytic Remedy
basis of a logic agreeable to axioms of primitive dis-
creteness. There is only one feature of mental life which From the two preceding articles in this present series
corresponds to such universalizing notions. That refer- on the "new psychoanalysis," it should be clear
ent is the true infinity expressed by the fundamental enough that we have already demonstrated our case to
emotion. This emotion is that which is imperfectly en- the degree that our thesis could not be competently
countered in reports of the "'oceanic" surge of either regarded as merely moot or speculative. As we empha-
the "religious" or "love-death" feeling.[8] To concep- sized within "The Sexual Impotence of the PSP," clin-
tualize the Cartesian "Perfection" theorem, the form of ical experience within the Labor Committees has re-

negentropy to which we referred, or "expanded repro- peatedly located clear emotional (and often enough
duction" in particular, it is essential that the person even psychosomatic) blocking phenomena at the pre-
supersede his experience of the "oceanic" fundamen- cise point individuals attempt to make the conceptual
tal emotion to such pathological and absolutely terri- leap into the "middle of the circle" containing such
fying forms as the "religious" or "love-death" expres- notions as Cartesian "Perfection" or "negentropy" as
sions. It is essential that this emotion be wilfully and we define_it.[10] That same work has established that
familiarly experienced as the primary "tool" of a self- identity of the blocked emotion with an impending
conscious sense of identity, a kind of identity opposite surge of "oceanic" feeling. Moreover, the etiology of
to that associated with the infantile relic of bourgeois the blockage respecting "Perfection" (for example)
culturo ",'ith the infantile "greedy," banal Ego.[9] confirms both the identity of the fundamental emotion

as the blocked quality, and the fact that the blockage to

In sum, the possibility of actual knowledge of conceptualizing such notions is entirely neurotic in
"expanded socialist reproduction," and hence the origin and form. The blocking of such concepts is
possibility of an actual, wilful struggle for social- always fundamentally the outcome of the characteristic
ism, demands a specific and fundamental trans- neuroses of bourgeois ideology.
formation in the mental life of a vanguard of the
working class. The implications of this are sub- Hence, what we are chiefly reflecting in the present
sumed by a fundamental change in the affected series of papers is a fundamental discovery which im-
persons' world-outlook respecting every aspect plies the launching of a world-wide socialist intellec-
of life. tual renaissance.

By contract, the socialist tendencies which formerly As we have reported earlier, the immediate short-
shared total collective hegemony over the movement term objective of this program within the Labor Corn-
were not only obsessively ignorant of such an ABC of mittees is principally twofold. Firstly, to launch a pro-
socialism, but predicated socialist struggle as they saw gram of interdependent task-orientation and psycho-
it on an appeal to what they interpreted as the "special analysis through which a plurality of the Labor Corn-
greed" of the workers, as those workers remain wholly mittee members proceed toward developing wilful
subject to the prevailing bourgeois ideology expressed powers of creative mentation -- what the layman
by ordinary "militant rank-and-file" trade.unionism, would be obliged to term the deliberate development of
Consequently, these socialist tendencies capitulated to "geniuses." Secondly, to immediately use the progress
the very pluralist disorganization of the working class in the Labor Committee program as a lever for quickly
which prevents that class from either acting as a unified developing black and Hispanic ghetto teenagers



P.B. Shelley His "In Defenceof Poetry"
properly impliesthat socialistrevolution
wouldbe unlikelytoday without an ac-
companyingintellectualrenaissanceof the
kindbeinginitiatedby the LaborCommittees.

often high-school "drop-outs" -- into their potential as analysts. Respecting specific areas of our more original
a working-class intelligentsia. Although the benefits insights into the etiology and treatment of certain stub-
realized so far are merely preliminary, what has been born problems of psychopathology, there have been
accomplished already suffices to demonstrate what we admittedly some partial explorations in the same direc-
have now begun the rapid spread of exactly that intel- tion by a minority of professionals outside our work
lectual renaissance essential to socialist transformation notably among the factions directly or indirectly asso-
during the period immediately ahead. This series of ciated with the viewpoint of the late Harry Sullivan.
reports has thus begun to account for the origin of those However, even those more advanced psychoanalysts
secondary features of the Labor Committees which have been limited both theoretically and practically by
have already inspired terror among certain North their want of a fundamental grounding of psychoanaly-
American and European Communist Party leaderships, sis to r2place the crippling old Freudian metapsychol-
and have evoked awed reaction from such other circles ogy and its parodies. Our qualitative contribution to
as the AFL-CIO bureaucracy, the Urban Coalition, and psychoanalysis as such is essentially located in our
the New York Times. establishment of a fundamental theory of mind,

through which necessary reification and coherence can
A new force is now unloosed in the world, a force be secured for a variety of otherwise ambiguous and

imminently more terrifying to the philistines than any abortive advances in methods and etiological tools of
opponent on which they have speculated before this clinical work.
time.

Examples bearing on the point are provided by our
Immediate PedagogicalTasks treatment of the "Id" problem, our deletion of the

"Electra" complex from the clinical lexicon (both men
There will be prolonged resistance to such a "renais- and women have an "Oedipus" syndrome), our elimi-

sauce" thesis. Even so, within months it will begin to nation of the "Eros/Thanatos" dualism (in connection
be broadly conceded that, at least, the Labor Commit- with the analysis of the way in which the fundamental
tees have originated a fundamental discovery. It will be emotion confronts the infantile Ego as either a "Love-
a grudging admission in most instances; the observer Death" feeling or a "Love-Insanity-Death" feeling),
will say impotently, in effect: "I want to make clear that more generally our placing of the "father" question in
I don't like the Labor Committees' actions, but..." proper secondary position with respect to the funda-
This sort of reaction will develop within such academic mental "mother-image" problems of Ego-psychody-
fields as history, sociology, anthropology, to which we namics, and our consequent contributions to a method
have made and are continuing to effect important con- for more rapid and profound progress in clinical work
tributions, frequently bearing on the most important toward that "depth analysis" which is the essential
issues of those specializations. It will also occur among precondition of all substantial progress in therapeutic
even our bitterest opponents in political science, the efforts.
CIA and KGB specialists and their employers, who are
already studying our writings and activities as epidemi- Corrollary to this, our demonstration of the roots of
ologists must regard a "diabolically clever" new sort of this "new psychoanalysis" in the work of Descartes,
virus for which they have not yet produced an efficient Spinoza, Kant, Hegel, Feuerbach, and Marx, our treat-
specific immunizing agent, ments -- like that in the present paper m which make

such philosophical writings familiar ground for the
In particular, fascination with our work will develop study of the professional psychoanalysts, generally en-

and spread within a stratum of more advanced psycho- larges the scope of the professions in several respects.



SigmundFreud The influence of his
"metapsycchology"hasremainedanobstacle
to thedevelopmentof o scientifictheoryof
mind bypsychoanalysts.

As we have thus made psychoanalysis a branch of physiological basis in mental processes for the phenom-
scientific anthropology, we have not only located it enon of negentropy in human creative mentation
more efficiently within scientific knowledge in general, itself. [17] This latter point, immediately situated in
but have equipped psychoanalysis to become a self- biology, leaves the mathematical physicist no choice
conscious reflection of its own proper anthropological but to become a practising dialectician in mathematical
roots, to quality it as a general epistemological tool of physics, otherwise to join the Jesuits respecting the
all scientific work rather than a limited therapeu- more sophisticated modern (entropic) arguments for
tic practice, the ontological proofs of the existence of a deus

ex machina.
The positive relationship to mathematical physics is

so far less direct. The mere premise of necessary hylo- The most important immediate results m and the
zole coherence [12] throughout the universe is already most obsessive, hysterical opposition m are located
sufficient to establish our analysis of the concept of within applied political science. Any of the psychoan-
"expanded reproduction" (i.e., universal labor=cre- alysts who adduce the validity of our criticisms of the
ative mentation = negentropy in our usage of that term) infantile Ego-state from their own clinical knowledge
as equivalent in form and ultimate origins to a funda- will immediately agree with us respecting our above-
mental law of the universe as a whole.[13] Otherwise, cited criticisms of the previously-existing socialist
the Labor Committees are contributing two intercon- organizations: rather than concentrating on "changing
nected approaches to the end of indirectly facilitating human nature" (addressing and educating the workers'
the realization of these conceptual advances within self-conscious selves), these groups and tendencies
mathematical physics. Formally, we have located in the have pandered to the infantile, heterenomle impulses of
body of mathematical developments per sem in the the workers' bourgeois Ego, to those forms of "mill-
viewpoint and work of Riemann, Cantor, Klein, Ein- tancy" which are entirely within the bounds of bout-
stein, et al. m those starting-points for approaches geois ideology.
which bear on actualization of the Cartesian notion of
self-perfection as the fundamental (primitive) feature of
a primitive continuum. [14] Empirically, as exemplified The Case of the "Old Left"
by our applied programmatic efforts respecting the
food and energy crises, we are exploiting the analysis of It should be underlined that the pose of "objectivity"
the fallacy of the Physiocratic outlook to demonstrate of previously-dominant socialist tendencies incorpor-
the actual existence of continuous process (per se) as ates the most vicious subjectivity; the subjectivity of the
the primitive feature of human "economic" exist- militant bourgeoislfled worker Is taken as axiomatic.
ence.[15] Such development and application serves as a Hence, since all such bourgeois ideological rubbish in
case-history approach in applied epistemology, direct- the militant workers' heads is accepted, the subjective
ed to the conceptual problems of those empirical question is settled for them; hence, politics is degraded
studies in Which the self-evidence of primitive discrete- to merely the "objective" questions so-called. Conse-
hess not only is destroyed by the fundamental features quently, any discussion of the suppressed subjective
of the process investigated, but in which the existence issues is feared as a threat which they must hysterically
of discreteness as predicates is a necessary feature of a oppose.
primitive continuity of negentropy as the subject of the
investigation.[16] Otherwise, returning to the general This psychopathetic element is embodied as the
issue, the hylozoic principle leads to certain results for fundamental principal of no less revolutionary a variety
mathematical physics in general through the initial of those tendencies than the advocates of the "Leninist
crisis created for empiricism by the effort to locate a theory of organization."



L.D. Trotsky His self-defeatingflaw, his
recurrring neurotic tendency to submit
himself to the "organizationdiscipline"[of
suchcentrist "swamps"as the 1903-1917
Meensheviks, the 1923-28 Stalinized
"Bolshevvik"party, andthe "Zinovievism"
of the CannoniteSWPfaction]is a modelfor
left political impotencein the name of .....
"LeninistOrganizationalPrinciples."

This theory of organization has in fact very little to do salvageable by virtue of its continued circulation of the
with the actual V.I. Lenin's notable propensity for writings of L. Trotsky, despite the fact that the entire
splitting from reformist and centrist organizations, leadership and the overwhelming majority of members
almost at the mere appearance of a principled differ- are now streetwalkers for the CIA's domestic counter-
ence of practice. The recipe generally followed could be insurgency operations (e.g., the New York City Lower
more precisely identified as the "Trotskyist theory of East Side Fuentes CIA-type operations).[22]
organization." It was Trotsky who abandoned Lenin
(with whom he agreed theoretically) in 1903 in order to More generally, among those who do not profess to
be with the Menshevik majority of the RSDLP.[10] It be "Trotskyists," such as CPUSA members, the same
was Trotskywhoremained in the Menshevik "swamp" miserable impotence is expressed by the umbrella
for most of the period from 1903 to 1917, Trotsky whom policy of attempting to build a "militant" left faction
Lenin rightly denounced as a "slimy creature" for within the terms of the prevailing bourgeoisified out-
blocking organizationally with those with whom he had looks of trade unionists, "black nationalists," etc.
no principled theoretical conceptions in common! It was i.e., the general principle of political prostitution by
Trotsky who, in 1923, betrayed his agreement with which such socialist groups become a pimple on the left
Lenin's firm instruction to make no compromise in buttock of whatever "relevant" organized force they
booting Stalin out of the Soviet leadership.[19] It was choose to attach themselves.
the same Ego-trait in Trotsky which caused him to
publicly lie in repudiating his own "Real Situation in Still, illustrating this point from the case of the old
Russia;" thus he obliterated the last real possibility of SWP, any voice which attacked the leadership in terms
building a viable communist international for that of its day-to-day conduct was denounced even by most
entire ensuing period; his Ego defeated his self-con- professed "oppositionists" as being "personal," "sub°
sciousness, on the premise of "working within" the jective," as abandoning the course of "objective
Menshevik centrist swamp of the Stalinized CPSU politics." "Objective politics" for them consisted in
as he had adapted to the Menshevik swamp of the 1903- debating the literary productions in which the leader-
1917 period.[20] The "Leninist theory of organization" ship either ignored or falsely characterized the content
is not actually a product of splitter-Lenin's example, and purpose of its significant activities. The high point
but of such examples as Trotsky's schlimihl episodes; it of "oppositionist" "objective politics" was the winning
is the cult of impotence exemplified by Trotsky's "tac- of an amendment to a codicil in a convention resolution,
tical" capitulations to the Menshevik, Zinoviev-Stalin, or the securing of nomination of a token representative
and Cannonite (e.g., Zinovievite) centrist majorities of on the National Committee or, even to a local branch
the organizations in which he was situated at those executive committee. There was, of course, much
respective points of his life.[21] shouting about "theory and practice," while always

precluding any effort to attribute a political world-
The relevant exemplification of this "Leninist prin- outlook from the clinical evidence of actual day-to-day

ciple" is seen in those old working-class "Trotskyists" practice. As long as the old party leadership did not
who refused to break with the SWP leadership, this on make open literary attack on what the members con-
the pretext that the leadership had not made formal sidered "party traditions," the "oppositionists" were
literary denunciation of the "old party doctrine," content to limit their criticisms to momentary (impo-
although nothing but such a break was occurring in the tent) self-purgative outbursts, and otherwise an irrele-
constant everyday practice of those same leaders, vant few weeks' bi-annual ceremonies.
There are even a handful of such impotent wretches
remaining within the SWP today. They cling to it on the Such jackass-politicking in the old SWP is broadly
pretext that the organization still ("fundamentally") is exemplary of the internal life of all the old organized
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socialist groups of the capitalist world, ranging from nomic analysis is essentially a replication of the
the mass Communist Party of Italy, or the CPChile, Marxian point of view as summed up in Volumes III and
down to the most miserable telephone-booth cults of sections of Volume IV of Capital. To this we have added
the Atlanta (Georgia, U.S.A.) or Paris streets. This only two things.
impotence is of course more extreme among the self-
styled"independent socialists," whose uppermostgoal Fundamentally, we have resolved the problem of
for political life is to gather around a handful of slightly- elaborating the historical-materialist notion of ex-
left academic and kindred celebrities at some swamp- panded reproduction, expecially as that was re-identi-
like large confabulation, during which little of sub- fled and summed up by Marx in the famous "Freedom-
stance is said and absolutely nothing settled. Necessity" passage from the "Trinitarian Formula"

Chapter of Volume III. [23] On this point, we have made
That miserable lot of "Stalinists," "Trotskyists," a fundamental contribution to Marxian economics by

"Maoists," and "independents" will of course be the resolving only one specific problem which Marx himself
last to concede that the Labor Committees have made failed to master. By applying that contribution of
any contribution, and will be howling their decorticated Volume III, Section VII retrospectively to the preceding
obscenities to such effect even after significant num- sections of Capit_a!, we have given the entirety of
bers of academic and other professionals are made their Marxian economic theory an applicability as scientific
cautious acknowledgements of our "special assistan- economics to an extent not previously feasible.
ces" to their respective fields.

Secondly, we have employed our unique competence
to fill our certain critical sections of Capital which

Our Pedagogical Tasks Marx's death left in sketch form. This accomplishment
of ours is most notable in those chapters from Section

The exact nature of our contributions is not exag- IV of Capital, Volume III to which Marx assigned the
gerated. As we emphasized in "Beyond Psychoanaly- treatment of fictitious capital, where he did not supply
sis," with respect to Hegel's Phenomenology, what we much more than identification of several of the major
have accomplished is essentially to supply that last, citations he selected for incorporation in those chap-
decisive ingredient through which the long-outstanding ters.[24] The indicated analysis of the phenomena in
achievements of a variety of predecessors are finally question is missing in Marx's text, an omission which
brought to a state for widespread fruitful application, has devastating consequences for the effort to reconcile
We have taken the real Descartes, the real Spinoza, the the rest of Marxian economics with the actualities of the
real Kant, the real Hegel, the real Feuerbach, the real monetary side of the capitalist realization process.
Marx off the dusty shelves of a century's suspended
animation and brought them to life; we have realized At the same time, excepting such readily-isolable
the life that was already if incompletely situated in their critical additions to the whole, the overwhelming bulk
work. The impression of broad and profound originality of our representation of Marxian economic theory,
in our present work is principally the consequence of although in total opposition to generally accepted ver-
our suddenly reviving so much from the greatest minds sions is entirely the contribution of Marx himself,
of the past centuries, rather than even considerably the without the slightest premise for competent dispute. [25]
effect of our own new discoveries in themselves. We

must also consider the related consequences of the pre- Our general contribution to Marxian economic theory
vailing scholarship so-called respecting the same fig- is entirely cognate with all other points on which we
ures from which we have drawn. The case of the two have made any important contributions. Respecting
cited theorems of Descartes exemplifies the point. Marx's conceptions of dialectical method and all other
Although the internal evidence of Descartes' writings is subsumed issues, we have located our correction of
sufficient to totally discredit any assessment but that Marx in connection with the flaw in his outlook which is
we have made, the fact is that the bulk of extant reflected in the second of his "Theses On Feuerbach."
scholarship does give institutionalized authority to a He properly avoided the fundamental immediate blun-
fictitious Descartes. Similarly, Spinoza, Kant, Hegel, der of Feuerbach, the key to all his original accomplish-
Feuerbach, and Marx. The sense that what we have ments, but he also evaded the still-deeped issue.[26]
contributed is "totally new" arises not only from a pre- Marx's specific flaw of omission, which becomes a
vailing ignorance of the actual content of the enormous pervasive blunder for Engels, is his failure to consider
literary work on which we have drawn, but, worse, from positively and explicitly the fundamental ontological
the proliferation of "authoritative" but essentially in- issue of dialectical method. If the fundamental principle
competent representations of those same original of Hegel's dialectic is the self-subsisting positive prin-
sources, ciple, "self-perfection," "negentropy," as we have

defined this[27], and if this principle is the essence of
The case of Karl Marx's four-volume Capital is human revolutionary practice, then the fundamental

exemplary. The bulk of the present writer's literary law of the material universe itself must be of the same
productions and lectures on economic theory and eco- form (and, ultimately, also essence) as Hegel's self-
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subsisting Logos principle. Once we made the neces- The second type of chore is reflected in the pre-
sary correction, interpolating the necessary additional sent paper.
specification to the second of the "Theses," we im-
plicitly eliminated that error from all Marx's work m as In the first of the complementary chores, the writer
we have largely done in fact. We emphasize: this cor- takes his predecessors' work into account as something
rection of the "Theses On Feuerbach" is essentially which has affected the evolution of his conceptions. In
identical with our enlarged development of the thesis of that chore, his own contribution is the subject of the
Section VII, Volume III of C_I__!, and with every other presentation, which the relevant features of others'
principled correction we have introduced to Marx's work intersect as predicates.
work as a whole.

In the second case, this relationship of subject and
In respect to the growing number of students of our predicates is exactly reversed. The work of a predeces-

work, among academic specialists as well as developing sot becomes the subject, within which our own critical
cadres in Western Europe and North America, it be- intervention is located as the leading predicate of the
comes our responsibility to recognize and treat the account. In one manner of viewing the latter it appears
pedagogical problems arising from our initiative in re- that we have thus distinguished those parts of the criti-
viving so the Marxian revolution in human knowledge, cized work of a predecessor which we still regard as
Although, as we have previously noted, the realization authoritative from that part which is to be superseded
of these contributions is more exactly the outcome of by our contribution.
the progress and collaborations within the Labor Com-
mittee tendency than the independent work of this That states a preliminary descriptive overview of
writer himself[28], the largest part of the burden of what must be accomplished. A more important, prin-
authorship and pedagogical responsibility for this cipled problem of scientific pedagogy must now
development remains momentarily with him. be considered.

Presently, the pedagogical problem confronting the The pedagogical prerequisite satisfied by such criti-
scholar and instructor is still in the general form of cal efforts is that of establishing conceptual coherence
distinguishing: "Here is the systematic point in-the in the study and practice of an altered branch of scien-
work of [Hegel, Feuerbach, Marx, et al.] at which tific inquiry. The problem to be solved is illustrated by
Marcus introduces his original contribution." The our foregoing discussion of Marxian economic theory.
effective assimilation of knowledge demands for this, The student who does not know where and how Marcus
as for all parallel advances, that those principally re- has put together certain loose ends in Capital must be
sponsible for such upheavals deliver a special quality of perplexed in the attempt to account for certain of our
representation of the history of development of the key conceptions from the standpoint of the textual
conceptions involved, authority of Capital itself.

Response to this challenge imposes two interrelat- A proper sort of textbook (and classroom pedagogy)
ed tasks, ought to compel the student to replicate in himself

some of that agony of cognition which preceded and

Firstly, although this is not the function of the accompanied each principal discovery in the field. The
present paper, it is time that there appear something object of education ought to be that nothing must be
resembling autobiographical account of the way in merely "learned" by the student, but should become
which the fundamental contribution was developed, known to him through his experiencing that surge of
There were definite influences, circumstances, prob- elation (the light of a new idea being turned on his
lems, and significant assistance from collaborators mind) which occurs when problem-solving tension is
from several fields -- the latter notably during the superseded by the realization of the new idea (Gestalt
recent five years. Important discoveries have a history; sense of the solution-concept) which the student has
their original form does not erupt suddenly "from no- experienced "for himself." When knowledge is en-
where;" and usually years of testing and elaborating larged in step-by-step conceptual breakthroughs of this
are required as was the case with us m to put the sort (in place of mere learning), the student has more or
new bare initial conceptions into a verified and appli- less replicated within the evolution of his own increased
cable form of practice for public notice. Approximately cognitive powers the relevant conceptual development
two decades were consumed in that way in bringing which occurred in that field.
that writer's initial germinal insights into matured,
elaborated form. Aspects of that history have consider- We are not therefore recommending that education
able bearing on a precise understanding of the concep- ought to be based on a "great book" program.
tions themselves, and even greater utility, for purposes Comment on the case of two great theorems is exem-
of demystification, respecting pedagogy, plary for the point at issue.[29]
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Descartes' conceptions of Cogito ergo sum and "Per- Respecting the second sort of pedagogical chore, it
fection" are so central to the history of evolution of all should not be suspected that this writer is about to
modern scientific knowledge that it would be impossi- launch a series of monographs merely to settle accounts
ble to make sense of modern knowledge without some with his predecessors one by one. Given the perilous
concentrated attention to those theorems and to the cir- state of humanity and the corresponding special duties
cumstances of their original elaboration. Yet, although of the writer and his organization, there is neither the
referencetoDescartes' writings is an essential comple- time nor disposable energy available for purely aca-
ment to a presentation of the theorems, his writings do demic forms of activity.[31] Just so, we criticize Ludwig
not offer the appropriate pedagogy for imparting those Feuerbach here, not to settle accounts with him in an
conceptions to our students. The work of such later academic fashion, not to establish our academic author-
thinkers as Hegel, Feuerbach, Marx, Riemann, Cantor, ity at his expense, but as our criticism of his work is a
Klein et al. provides a more exact conceptual solution remarkably effective choice of prerequisite to the next
where Descartes leaves the result in imprecise form. step of progress in the politically-urgent "new psycho-
What is wanted is a retrospective view of Descartes' analysis" series. In this way, we shall incidentally meet
effective discovery from the standpoint of what modern academic responsibilities of the account of the history
knowledge knows to be lasting and historically essential of ideas, but we shall accomplish that as a by-product of
in that work. It is within that pedagogical context, and our principal task, as a subsumed feature of under-
only that context, that access to Descartes' writings takings which have a more obviously and urgently
becomes both essential and pedagogically appropriate, practical political purpose.
Otherwise, we plunge the student back into the world-
outlook of a student from the early seventeenth cen-
tury, thence to claw his way upward, decade by decade ] •
to his actual present starting-point. We require a repli- THECAS| OF lUDWIG FEUERBACH
cation of the achievements of the past in the terms of
reference corresponding to that advanced viewpoint The principal object of our present paper is a further
which the student ought to bring to the beginning of development of our argument to the effect that the
each step of his efforts, principal types of formal epistemological errors prolif-

erating in every field of knowledge today are entirely
In general, the point is to accomplish what we have neurotogenic in both form and content. Our concern is

already specified: an historical presentation of the not especially for the academic expression as such of
development of knowledge within the conceptual stand- this psychopathology. The ontological psychopatheti-
point of the most advanced knowledge. Within that cism, otherwise known as "reductionism" or the belief
setting, the student must develop all the essential con- in primitive discreteness, is the central feature of every
ceptual apparatus for himself, and so arrive at the expression of reactionary moods within the working
internal conceptual authority and developed conceptual class itself, the central feature of all obsessive psycho-
powers for knowing the field. He must become able to pathologies characteristic of bourgeois ideology among
replicate, through his own developed conceptual pow- members of the working class today.
ers, anything from past accomplishments. He must be-

come the living embodiment of what mankind has Feuerbach's principal work, The Essenee of Christi-
achieved in that respect up to his time. In contradis- anity[32], is the most efficient selection of a clinical
tinction to mere learning of procedures, the student will case through which to demonstrate such connections.
develop conceptual habits for creative work in that The book includes the most concentrated and irrefut-
field, a qualification which naive opinion might identify able evidence of the exact form of Feuerbach's crip-
as an acquired "instinct" for such creative activity, piing neurotic problems, and the basis for connecting
Instead of making the blunder of learning formal these problems directly to the crippling flaw for which
procedures for "composing like Beethoven"[30], the Marx identified in "Theses On Feuerbach."[33]
student's electrifying encounters one after the other
with the concept-creating experiences of his principal
predecessors "teaches" him the speciai creative habit Yet, equally important for the selection of this case
of conceptual "intuition" appropriate to that field, study, that book is also one of the most important

scientific works in all modern history, combining
In contrast to such rigor, the preponderance of texts certain of the most advanced conceptions and original

is designed to impart mere learning, not knowledge, discoveries existing up to the time of its writing with
Formulations are assimilated by students for regurgi- devastating flaws which are entirely neurotogenic.[34]
tation. These are swallowed on the authority of mere Since Feuerbach both embodies a significant part of the
plausible edification for the credulous, or, more gen- advances of Hegel and other principal predecessors in
erally, the student's sycophantish awe of the institu- portions of that book, and yet regresses to a relatively
tions which have the power to certify his success or banality (by contrast with Hegel) on other matters, his
failure to his future employers, errors are set into the most useful systematic juxta-
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position to the main body of the man's conceptual Since the Labor Committee tendency has established
advances up to that point. It is this powerful contra- the degree of influence through which it can introduce
diction in his book which renders a criticism of it so panic into such hideous academic activities as
correspondingly powerful a tool for subsequent attacks Schmidt's abuse of Feuerbach, it is our important if
on the more general problem as encountered in secondary obligation to exploit every otherwise u.seful
other contexts, treatment of philosophical questions to expose the char-

latanry of such quacks as Schmidt, Althusser, Hook,
There is a collateral, although emphatically secon- Quine, Ayer, et al., whether respecting the issue of

dary importance for such published criticism of Feuer- Feuerbach himself or any other important topic which
bach at this time. As Helmut Boettiger emphasized in such "kosher" scholars attempt to degrade to the
his paper delivered in opposition to Alfred Schmidt's miniscule dimensions and banality of their own pet-
presentation at the Bielefeld Feuerbach Referat[3S], ty intellects.
the Social-Democracy has recently resurrected the
name of Feuerbach as an auxiliary level through which Of more lasting importance than the necessary
to propagate its slave-labor policy's slogan, the "Qual- exposure of contemporary academic frauds, is the
ity of Life." This hideous bit of preciosity echoing the rescuing of the positive accomplishments of Feuer-
old "Work Makes Free" :situated above the entry to the bach's major writings from its neurotic flaws. In gen-
Nazi concentration camps, is not accidentally derived eral, despite the special value of The Principles of the
from the modern followers of such Nazi philosophers as Philosophy of the Future[40], The Essence... retains
the existentialist Martin Heidegger. Nor is it therefore the superseding importance which Feuerbach's own
accidental that such efforts to make Feuerbach almost a Second Preface to that work implies. It is his major
proto-fascist, by Schmidt and others, should be derived production, which contains, at least by implication, all
from the tradition of epistemological imbecility asso- of his important advances beyond Hegel; it represents
ciated with the middled Karl Loewith, witch-hunting the kernel of everything later assimilated in Karl
Sidney Hook, and the Frankfurt School itself, by whom Marx's works, is both the founding work of scientific
Feuerbach is idiotically associated with his bltterest anthropology, and is the actual initiating work of scien-
factional opponents, Kierkegaard, Stirner, Heidegger, tific psychoanalysis.
et al., as another "anti-Hegelian existentialist."[36]

The central feature of Feuerbach's accomplishment
Of such scholars as Hook, Schmidt and their type, is his original insight into the importance of religious

Feuerbach himself wrote aptly: belief as the absolutely indispensable subject of special
inquiry prerequisite to any further significant advances

These days, the necessary qualifications for a genuine, in the self-conscious conception of scientific knowledge
commendable, and "kosher" scholar -- at least for a in general. Since Feuerbach's writings, prior to those of
scholar whose science brings him in contact with the the present author, the only notable explicit appreci-
delicate questions of the age -- are a confused head, ation of Feuerbach's point in important literature is the
inactive heart, unconcern for truth, and a spiritless- appearance of the same essential argument in Emile
ness -- in short, a lack of character. However, a scholar Durkheim's The Elementary Forms of the Religiouswho possesses an incorruptible sense for truth and a firm
character, who with one stroke hits the nail on the head Life.[41]
and gets straight to the root of an evil, who irresistably
pushes things to the point of crisis; that is, decision -- Even so close a collaborator of Karl Marx as Engels
such a person no longer passes for a scholar. God forbid! veered toward the bankrupt tendency to regard extant
He is a "Herostratus"! Quick, to the gallows with him.., physical science as a body of objective (i.e., supra-
[37] historical) knowledge, abandoning the principle of

historical specificity which prevails in Marx's writings
When he was confronted with serious, systematic and in even Engels' own treatments of most other

criticism of his pornographic existentialist maunder- branches of knowledge.[42]
ings, in the September 7 session of the Bielefeld
Referat, Schmidt abandoned the premises in the midst
of his own assigned section of the proceedings, shout- We summarize the argument which we have devel-
ing as he left that he would not be subjected to such oped more extensively in other locations. The question
"Herostratic" criticism.J38] Hence, also, the build-up of the "objectivity" of the judgments of so-called
of the Referat in the Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeit- physical science is a question bearing upon the "objec-
ung[39], the organ of the Christian Democratic Union in tivity" of the mental processes of the scientists, whose
the German Federal Republic... without account of the world-outlook is subsumed by the same ideology which
only incident which awoke the sixty participants and governs their activities of mate-selection and social
their chairman (from the slumbers which prevailed habits generally. "Objective" scientific knowledge in
through most of the proceedings): the crushing refuta- any field therefore first demands superseding the his-
tion of Schmidt during the Sept. 7 session, torical specificity of membership in a form of society of
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characteristic (historically-specific) qualities of generally in the premises of the various factional
world-outlook, world-outlooks in science and everyday life, expressing

religious ideology, our analysis of this same error for
This achievement is not entirely impossiblel the case of Feuerbach has decisive application to the

corresponding extent.
In general, it is possible to demonstrate the appropri-

ateness of scientifically-governed practice to the ex- Our criticism of the book is organized along the
panded reproduction of a society, and so to distinguish following broad analytical lines.
certain abstractions from this body of practice as being
pragmatically "scientific," so distinct from supersti- His principal contributions to epistemology, to an-
tion. This testing does not suffice to establish the thropology, and to psychoanalysis are either summarily
supra-historic "objectivity" of abstract science, but stated or sufficiently implicit in the first faur chapters of
only the quality of appropriateness of a certain body of that text. Despite certain aspects of these chapters
practice to an historically-specific state of human which already threaten to lead to erroneous conclu-
development. Truly "scientific knowledge demands sions, threats which are indeed later developed as ex-
something quite superior to pragmatic authority. If one plicit blunders, the thrust of his presentation is broadly
becomes self-conscious of the prevailing ideology which correct, and even brilliantly so, both as it summarizes
subsumes the mental behavior of physical scientists, certain relevant accomplishments of Hegel and as it
one can thus uniquely abstract the essential features of adds to that author's fundamental contributions. Only
scientific inquiry from the ideological corruption, after we have analyzed explicit errors in later chapters,

and have returned to the opening chapters from that
"Consistency," the obsessive conceit of logicians, vantage-point, can we competently attribute systemati-

affords no solution to such a problem. The essential cal importance to the occasional jarring notes of mis-
feature of an ideology is located in the axiomatic prem- formulation and ellipsis speckled among the initial four
ises of its construction; consistency per se is only a chapters.
measure of the "hereditary fitness" of each predicate
of a system to its determining ideology. No scientist We encounter the first important explicit blunder in
could possible know, from arguments based merely on the fifth chapter[44], but even here the mistake has not
a consistent interpretation of the evidence, that his become formally irrevocable. Then, we reach the sixth
knowledge was anything more than an ideologically- chapter, in which the psychopathological kernel of his
distorted interpretation of reality. To escape from such fundamental epistemological error is exposed in what
a vicious situation there is only one remedy. If we have we might justly describe as a lurid shamelessness.
identified a ruling world-outlook as an ideology, and
have, further, distinguished the invariant distortion of At casual first reading, the error of the sixth chapter
reality characteristic of it, such self-consciousness pro- might mistakenly be discounted as the author's ig-
vides the epistemological basis for positively super- norance of the Christian doctrine of the Trinity. In
seding the mystical fallacies of extant ideologi- itself, the form of the blunder would ordinarily reflect
cal knowledge, such ignorance. Yet, in theological matters his scholar-

ship is too thorough and long-standing to tolerate such
The analysis of religious belief is therefore prerequi- an explanation. The reason for the blunder cannot be

site to any such achievement under capitalism. It is the ordinary ignorance; he could not have committed such a
Christian doctrine (and its Judaic off-shoot)f43] which crude factual error unless his mind were under the
overtly, consciously displays those ideological premises control of an obsession strong enough to shatter his
otherwise generally hidden (in unconscious processes) reason. This is exactly the case.
respecting their expression within scientific knowledge.
It is the thrust of criticism of Christianity from the Before proceeding to the development of the point,
anthropological standpoint pioneered by Feuerbach, we now summarily describe the doctrinal blunder and
which uniquely makes self-conscious that source of indicate its deeper psychological and epistemologi-
mystical reifications of scientific knowledge otherwise cal significance.
obsessively self-concealed within the axiomatic premi-
ses of so-called "objective scientific knowledge." For the most compelling psychological reasons, as we

shall indicate, Christian doctrine, evolving through
numerous prolonged and hard-won struggles, pre-

Feuerbach's Neurotic Obsession scribes a liturgical Trinity of Father, Son, and Holy
Spirit. The Holy Spirit, or Logos, is the essential form

For connected reasons, the isolation of a vicious flaw and substance of the deity (its "infinite" form)f45], in
in Feuerbach's critique of religious belief is the identi- respect to which God the Law-Giver [46] and Christ [47]
fication of the systematic error necessarily pervading are its two principal (alienated) predicates. The New
his epistemology. Similarly, to the extent that that Testament also specifies the brief existence of another
variety of flaw we encounter in Feuerbach also occurs sort of "trinity" for the period from the birth of Jesus
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until the crucifixion and resurrection: God the Father, ciated with the infantile emotions of fear, rage, and
Jesus the Messiah, and Mary. Christ's connection to elation of object-possession, The second of these two,
Mary ends with the crucifixion, after which the New the self that "comes up behind the back of the Ego," is
Testament firmly insists that shemust not touch him; the self-conscious self, associated with self-conscious
the other, minor "trinity" has therewith ceased reasoning and (by "cathexis") with various degrees of
to exist.J48] intensity of the fundamental.emotion.[52]

Feuerbach makes two interconnected errors, the In a sane society, the infantile Ego would disappear
second of these a bald, hysterical act intended to bury in early childhood. Relative to the self-conscious "I,"
the evidence leading directly to exposure of the first. In the Ego is representative of the "bestial" quality of
a work which purports to expose the anthropological- man; yet, in most of the conscious (and sleeping) life of
psychological essence of Christian belief, he absolutely the members of capitalist society, it is the "dirty,"
ignores the liturgical Trinity, and insists on the alter- infantile Ego which normally seizes the quality of the
nate of God, Son, and Mary! In the effort to dispense "I," and controls the individual's behavior accordingly.
with the embarrassing Holy Spirit, Feuerbach des- Correspondingly, the human qualities of the individual
perately buries the Logos in Christ![49] are stultified; the power of self-conscious reasoning is

largely atrophied, and the fundamental emotion surges
There is nothing arbitrary or minor in the liturgical up only in occasional eruptions as an "oceanic"

Trinity which Feuerbach ignores. As his own general "love-death" feeling, either as the "irrational too-
thesis respecting religious belief properly demands[50], ment" of actual loving (distinct from ordinary "sexual
any conception which appears as an essential feature of feelings") or as the "religious feeling." The excep-
Christian doctrine thereby establishes a prima facie tional love of a Tristan and Isolde and religious experi-
case for its significance as a reflection of a fundamental ence are exemplary of the pathological form in which
feature of the unconscious mind of the members of alienated man occasionally encounters those stultified
earthly Christian society, human qualities usually repressed within him.

The absolute exclusion of Mary from the company of In one, important sense, the religious experience is a
the liturgical Trinity properly corresponds to the relatively human quality of individual existence, _la-
essential features of alienated mental life. Most notable tive to the bestiality of the same individual's life and
is the absolute opposition of the "soul," the self- conduct when he or she is ordinarily under control of

conscious self, to the other 'T' within the person, to the infantile Ego. This same lmthetic expression o!
the infantile, "dirty" Ego. The fundamental emotion, actual humanity, this religious f_ling, is therefore per
apotheosized as the Logos or Holy Spirit in Christian versely expressive of alienated man's most profound
doctrine, is the quality which finds agreement with the human needs and is relatively a necessary check on the
"soul," and which simultaneously demands the "de- more rampant bestialization of alienated society which
nial" of the infantile Ego. It is the infantile Ego of the would prevail without religious beliefs and prac-
alienated Individual which is directly affiliated to the tices.[S3] The religious man is a stultified, unstable,
internalized mother-image. The New Testament is alienated, and hence pathetic surrogate for what man
riddled with evidence to this same effect. There, ihe ought to become.

body of the resurrected Christ is no phantasm, no
apparition, but a material body, from which the infan- The essential features of Christian doctrine, especi-
tile Ego has been extirpated to give over the 'T' entire- ally the doctrine of Christ's passion, crucifixion, and
ly to the rule of the self-conscious self. Hence, Mary, a resurrection, are reflective of the most profound psy-
predicate of Christ's discarded infantile Ego, must not chological truth respecting the mental life of alien-
touch his body; he is no longer affiliated to her.J51] ated man.[54]

The mystery of religion is dispelled once a few facts As Feuerbach properly emphasizes, the doctrine of
of mental life of alienated man are understood. We Christ is the doctrine of a personal God, God become

have developed the outline respecting psychology itself man so that man might know God in the likeness of
in preceding articles, especially in the course of our man's own image and suffering, a God who is therefore
"The Sexual Impotence of the Puerto Rican Socialist a suitable mediator to the God of Universal Law.[55]
Party;" so, we may merely, again summarize the Yet, since the idea of God is only the apotheosis of the
matter at this juncture, essential human quality of man[56], the doctrine of

reconciliation with God through Christ could only be

The mental processes of alienated man are princi- a doctrine of imitation of Christ in the process of freeing
pally distinguished not only by the interplay of con- oneself from the infantile Ego, and thus obtaining a
scious and unconscious processes, but by the fact that "perfect body" for oneself, a body free of the Ego, and
this mind includes two entities each normally capable of under the exclusive control of the self-conscious
being the "I" of the person. The first of these, in the "I."[57] Such a "perfect body" is a material being
usual order of encounter, is the infantile Ego, asso- expressing nothing but the human essence. Since God
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is nothing but the apotheosis of that human essence, to the infantile relationship of the child to the mother and
become entirely a self-conscious "I," one's body freed mother-surrogates combined.[59] In every instance the
of the infantile Ego, is to achieve the quality of agree- mother-image is wilfully brought to consciousness in an
ment with God's nature within oneself, individual in clinical experience, the image is hideous

and viciously destructive, exploiting the Ego's sense of
Contrary to Feuerbach's hysterical assertion, Jesus infantile dependency to control the same Ego which

becomes sinful by being born of woman. He acquires an invariably hates the mother-image, usually hating her
infantile Ego, whose characteristic emotions are infan- only less strongly than the feeling of dependency.
tile fear, rage, and elation of object-possession. The
Life of Jesus, its agony concentrated in the Passion of The Ego, in primary association with this mother-
Gethsemane, is a struggle to free the soul of God- image, does not know actually human social relation-
become-man, the self-conscious "I," from the tyranny ships, but only "goods and services": relationships
of the infantile Ego and that Ego's desires. The self- between humanoid objects. Exemplary of the arrange-
conscious 'T' conquers the Ego, and rejects the ment is the fact that Freud was guilty of superficiality
Mother during the crucifixion (crying out: "Father, and (probably) rationalization in projecting the exist-
why hast thou forsaken me?"). Through the death of ence of the daughter's "Electra complex" as comple-
the Ego, through the crucifixion of his body from the mentary to the son's "Oedipus complex." There is only
corruption of the Ego, his body becomes the perfect the "Oedipus" pattern in both sons and daughters. It is
material extension of his self-conscious "I," he has rather ordinary psychoanalytical knowledge that in
become one with God. most instances of coitus in and out of marriage, the per-

formance of the male is associated with a fantasy, con-

The Passion, extending from Gethsemane through scious or unconscious, in which the face of the "mother-
the crucifixion, is a stylized version of the terror which image" is never then distant from the surface of con-
the infantile Ego experiences during every onset of the sciousnes_ as the superimposed identification of the
"oceanic" feeling of "love-death." If the feeling is not object of his lust. It is often supposed that the father's
successfully blocked, the result is the temporary image is the frequent fantasy-object of the female
"death" of the Ego, which is submerged (disappears) under the same circumstances. Not essentially: in each
for the duration of that experience. Religious doctrine, case in which some male-labelled image does seem to
which knows virtually nothing of aetnal self-conscious- occur to the female unconscious during coitus (and
ness, does not realize the quality of this fundamental related circumstances), a small additional analytical
emotion as the quality of creative mentation. Religious effort strips the male mask from that image to reveal
doctrine knows the fundamental emotion only ignorant- the mother-image's face beneath.

ly, in two alternative stultified forms of expression. The It is the "mother-image," constructed from the
first expression is the most profound terror the Ego- infantile quality of the alienated, bourgeois relationship
dominated person can experience, the feeling of a between child and mother (and mother-surrogates),
plunge into the pit of death (which some have reified as which provides the "ego-ideals" of bestiality in man.
the specious appearance of an autonomous "Thanatos" "Mother-love" is accordingly the association for the
quality encountered in depth analysis).[58] The second individual's general sense of the most degraded varie-
expression is encountered when the naive, imbecilic ties of sexual feelings, otherwise the emotion of
self-conscious "I" is positively cathexized to this same "elation of object-possession," the warm, homely glow
emotion, under which circumstances the terror gives of gluttony epitomized by an overdose of "mother's
way to the most intense "oceanic" elation: this is the home-made chicken soup."
so-called religions experience, identical with the emo-
tion of Wagner's Tristan and lsoide love-death (Liebes- The "mother-image" is also associated with moth-
tod) duet. er's fears, partially a reflection of her superstitous fears

of the world outside the home, imposed upon the
The essential feature of the actual religious experi- oppressed women who become mothers, but also the

ence is a temporary absolute break with "mother-love." superstitious, heteronomic outlook implicit in the fam-
ily's alienated relationship to that outside world on

In the mind of the alienated individual, there are which its existence depends. All that is narrow, chau-
various identities present in addition to the two entities vinistic, anti-humanistic, heteronomic in ordinary man,
of Ego and self-conscious self. Normally, except in reflected in such reactionary notions as "mother
certain types of autistic and schizophrenic psychosis, country," "mother tongue," "local control," "hostility
the quality of 'T' cannot be assumed by these other to 'outsiders,' " etc., is immediately linked to the infan-
entities. Usually, the figures are what the painters, tile Ego through the ego-ideals associated with the
Breughel, Boscbl and Goya have represented them to mother-image. It is this same connection which governs
be, hideous chimeras torturing the Ego in the pit of the virtually all fantasy.
unconscious processes. Chief among these evil ehim-
eras is the mother-image. She is not a replication of the To become truly human as distinct from "reli-
mind of the existing mother, but a construct reflecting gious" -- is to relocate one's identity in a Spinozan



The companionsof the infantileEgo, oc-
casionallyeruptingto viewfromthe "pit" of
unconsciousprocesses.

way, away from the sense of identity associated with Hence, the enormity and profound clinical signifi-
dependency upon an internalized mother-image. In- canoe of Feuerbach's falsifications of Trinity and Logos.
stead of saying, explicitly or (more significant) impli- In the absolutely lurid, extended passage to which we
citly, "I am defined as a child of my parents who have referred, he presents the case for "mother" as follows:

predetermined my nature," the sane, adult individual It was therefore quite in order that, to complete the
defines his identity in a Spinozan way in the real world divine family, the bond of love between Father and Son,
as a whole. His existing relationships to existing per- a third and that a feminine person, was received into
sons in general are the entirety of his identity. He has heaven; for the personality of the Holy Spirit is too vague
"grown up;" he is no longer an appendage of the inter- and precarious, a too obviously poetic personification of
nalized mother-image; his childhood has ended. He has the mutual love between the Father and Son, to serve as
given up the infantile "I," the Ego associated with the the third complementary being. It is true that the Virgin
mother-image. Mary was not so placed between the Father and Son as to

• imply that the Father had begotten the Son through her,

From that psychoanalytical standpoint, the signifi- because the sexual relation was regarded by the Chris-
cance of all the principal features and importance of the tians as something unholy and sinful; but it is enoughthat the maternal principle was associated with the
doctrine of Christ's incarnation, Passion, and resurrec- Father and Son.[emphasis ours]
tion become clear. Christ is the paradigm of religious
man's pathway to reconciliation with the essential It is, in fact, difficult to perceive why the Mother should
human quality in himself which he externalizes in the be something unholy, i.e., unworthy of God, when once
apotheosized form of an alienated God. To become God is Father and Son. Though it is held that the Father
human is to become freed from the thrill of the infantile is not a father in the natural sense -- that, on the con-

Ego and mother-image, and to locate one's 'T' entirely trary, the divine generation is quite different from the
natural and human -- still l_e remains a Father, and a

in the self-conscious self.[60] In that attempted shift of real, not a nominal or symbolical Father in relation to the
identity from the Ego to self-consciousness by religious Son. And the idea of the Mother of God, which now
man, the bestial sensual emotions are relatively aban- appears so strange to us, is therefore not really more
doned in moments of religious experience for cathexis strange or paradoxical, than the idea of the Son of God, is
of the 'T' with the fundamental emotion, with hence not more in contradiction with the general, abstract deft-
the Logos. Universal Law (God), the Holy Spirit, and nition of God than the Sonship. On the contrary, the
Man-become-God are reconciled in such a Trinity. Virgin Mary fits in perfectly with the relations of the
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Trinity. Since she conceives without man the Son whom Mother to the Father, but not to the Father to the Son. To
the Father begets without woman; so that thus the Holy the Son the Mother is indispensable; the heart of the Son
Virgin is a necessary, inherently requisite antithesis to is the heart of the Mother. Why did God become man
the Father in the bosom of the Trinity. Moreover we only through woman?[61]
have, if not in eontreto and explicitly, yet in abstraeto and
implicitly, the feminine principle already in the Son. The Feuerbach himself solved that riddle earlier, before
Son is the mild, gentle, forgiving, conciliating being- his 'T' was appropriated by his infantile, mother-
the womanly sentiment of God. God, as the Father, is the image dominated Ego![63]
generator, the active, the principle of masculine spon-

taneity; but the Son is begotten without himself beget- Could not the Almighty have appeared as a man amongst
ting. Dens genltus, the passive, suffering, receptive man in another manner- immediately?[61]
being; he receives his existence from the Father• The
Son, as a son, of course not as God, is dependent on the
Father, subject to his authority. The son is thus the femi- As Feuerbach's self-conscious self earlier argued on
nine feeling of dependence in the Godhead; the Son this very point, only if God became incarnate in the
implicitly urges upon us the need of a real femi- sinful form of man born of woman, in the dual form of a
nine being.[61] soul opposed to the infantile, sinful mother-dominated

Ego, could Christ be a mediator for man, and become
What involuted self-contradictory argument, what through his transfiguration and reconciliation with God,

pathetic sentimentality[ Feuerbach is obviously not a personal God for man in God.[64]
himself here; his self-conscious 'T' has vanished for a

while, the pen appropriated by his infantile Ego con- Why did the Son betake himself to the bosom of the
templating its childhood, earthly family. Here, Feuer- Mother? For what other reason than because the SOnis
bach says more about his parents, and himself, than the yearning after the Mother, because his womanly,
about the Trinity. tender heart found a corresponding expression only in a

feminine body? It is true that the Son, as a natural man,

The son u I mean the natural, human son -- considered dwells only temporarily in the shrine of his body, but the
impressions which he receives are inextinguishable; the

as such, is an intermediate being between the masculine Mother is never out of the mind and heart of the Son. [61]nature of the father and the feminine nature of the
mother; he is, as it were, still half a man, half a woman,
inasmuch as he has not the full, rigorous consciousness From a subject in an analytical sessions, the latter
of independence which characterizes the man, and feels sort of assertion is sufficient to demonstrate that the
himself drawn rather to the mother than to the father.[61] "I" is at that moment entirely located in the Ego. Such

mawkish sentimentality is itself sufficient evidence that

Exactly the psychopathology underlying the homo- the subject is momentarily under total control of a most
sexual fears of the mother's "little man," the Macho obsessive expression of his neurosis.

or Papagallo. If then the worship of the Son of God is not idolatry, the
worship of the Mother of God is no idolatry. If herein we

The love of the son to the mother is the first love of the perceive the love of God to us, that he gave us his only-
masculine being for the feminine. The love of man to begotten Son, i.e., that which was dearest to him, for our
woman, the love of the youth for the maiden, receives its salvation -- we can perceive this love still better when
religious- its sole truly religious consecration in the we find in God the beating of a mother's heart. The
love of the son to the mother; the son's love for his highest and deepest love is the mother's iove.[emphasis
mother is the first yearning of man towards woman -- added][61]
his first humbling of himself before her.[61]

Again, indelible clinical evidence of Feuerbach's
How luridly clear he is. Here we have the "Oedipus mental state at this point in his work.

complex" and the worship of female sadism apothe-
osized. Feuerbach makes the most pathological form of The father consoles himself for the loss of his son; he has
bourgeois sexual impotence the "sole truly religious a stoical principle within him.]61]
consecration" of love, and such hideous self-degrada-
tion of man and woman in banalized forms of "love" This suggests more Feuerbach's early nineteenth

the essential principle of religious belief and humanity! century German father than the image of the God from
Yet, this is not his argument respecting self-conscious the second chapter.
feeling and reason in earlier chapters[[62] He con-
tinues, then: The mother, on the contrary, is inconsolable; she is the

sorrowing element, that which cannot be indemnified
Necessarily, therefore, the idea of the Mother of God is the true in love.
associated with the idea of the Son of God -- the same
heart that needed the one needed the other also. Where Where faith in the Mother of God sinks, there also sinks
the Son is, the Mother cannot be absent; the Son is the faith in the Son of God, and in God as the Father. The
only-begotten of the Father, but the Mother is the con- Father is a truth only where the Mother is a truth. Love is
comitant of the Son. The Son is a substitute for the in and by itself essentially feminine in its nature. The
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belief in the love of God is the belief in the feminine of the Catholic mass, and by the hypnotic rituals of
principle as divine. Love apart from living nature is an prayer. In much Protestant practice, this goal of
anomaly, a phantom. Behold in love the holy necessity Catholic rituals is sought more directly by the asso-
and depth of Naturel[61] ciative methods of evangelism, baptism, etc. It is this

aspect of religious ceremonies which most attracted the
Feuerbach brings himself thus to a shrieking state of attention of the greatest eighteenth and early nine-

sentimental hysteria on the issue of his own mother and teenth century composers, not by mere propitiatory
his Ego's morbid fascination with her sadistic love. impulses toward the Church, but because those cere-

monies, through their evolution, verged most closely on

2. the methods by which the composer's own creative
emotion, the fundamental emotion, could be evoked. [65]

"THE MOTHERCHURCH"
Despite the Church's appropriate preoccupation with

ceremonies directed to evoking the religious experience
So long as our attention is focussed on rigorous in at least a diluted form, the daily religious life of the

psychoanalytical study of the essential doctrine of the communicant, as well as his or her daily life in general,
principal Christian apostles and mystics, Feuerbach's corresponds to the state of relative impotence otherwise
blundering must tend to appear not only as a case of characteristic of alienated society. To maintain itself as an
hysteria, but a strikingly egregious obsession at that. If hegemonic institution, the Church was obliged to make a
we then call up the phrase, "The Mother Church," our sweeping compromise with what its essential doctrine
point of view is immediately shifted. The phrase itself is must otherwise regard strictly as evil. [66] To function as a
sufficient to imply, if for no more than a moment, that "mass organization," to appeal to the numbed state of
we have perhaps exaggerated our case against him; mind overwhelmingly characteristic of most of the life of
certainly, the image of the mother figures enormously its communicants, thus to hold them to its secular organi-
in later Christianity, not only on premise of the more zation, the Church incorporated a second body of doctrine
recently instituted form of Catholic doctrine essentially opposed to the first, which latter we may style
of Mariolatry. as the perineum of its body of doctrine, the "dirty" part

of the Church.

Contrary to any misleading first impressions, on
account of the "Mother Church," we are not obliged to The doctrines of the "Mother Church" and of the
withdraw anything we have said respecting funda- "Holy Family" and Saints represent the set of corre-
mental Christian doctrine or our criticisms of Feuer- lativesforthe "dirty" doctrine. Correspondingly, exactly
bach. There is admittedly a Mother figure in Christi- as the passage we cited from the sixth chapter of The
anity possessing the attributed qualities and signifi- Essence of Christianity was written from the standpoint
cance which Feuerbach mis-situates in his substitute of Feuerbach's infantile Ego, his doctrine of the Trinity is
for liturgical Trinity. Feuerbach's error, we re-empha- faithful to the "Mr. Hyde" part of the Catholic doctrine
size, is his effort to substitute the temporal "trinity" of (in particular). It approximates that contradictory facet of
the Holy Family for the other, liturgical Trinity he Christian doctrine appropriate to the ordinary impotent
purports to examine, state of the communicant. Since this soiled feature of reli-

gious belief corresponds to the Ego-state, and to the
Feuerbach's obsession has compelled him to conceal ignorant, superstitious view of the world associated with

from himself the doubleness of Church doctrine in this the internalized mother-image which controls the Ego's
matter. Church doctrine, on the one hand, incorporates sense of identity, the "Mother Church" and its "Holy
the essential doctrine of the principal apostles and Family"/"VirginMary"doctrinesbecometheconspicu-
mystics as its profound mysteries, mysteries bound up ousfeatures of the "worldly" side of the Catholic Church
with the doctrine of the liturgical Trinity. At the same and of the private religious superstitions of
time, it holds out the model of the Holy Family, and in its communicants.
some versions also the Saints, as a second, more banal
doctrine, suitable for the edification of those both ignor- This idolatrous side of Church doctrine has frequently
ant and benumbed souls denied an ongoing actual been rightlyidentifiedwithpaganvestiges. Unfortunate-
religious experience, ly, the arguments to this effect, usually abstracting

certain rituals and practices which have ostensibly pre-
The secret of this doubleness can be directly exposed Christian origins, are more specious than correct.

from the standpoint we have already established. Although the Catholic Church, in particular, has in fact
adapted its internal life to a certain sort of"heathenism"

In the life of the ordinary communicant, the state of in building up its dirty side, it had not done this in the
mind corresponding to a profound actual religious ordinary sense of the theological term syncretism.
experience occurs only a few times, if at all, and is Rather, this aspect ofChurch doctrine is a direct on-going
thereafter usually called up only in a much-diluted form accomodationto"witches" andtocontemparary woman-
by carefully-evolved rituals, notably the various forms ly forms of "sorcery."



Witches They reallyexist: they are what
mostchildren(andlateradults)unconsciously
believetheirownandothermothersto be.

The form of past such influence is luridly continued schizophrenic and related psychotic episodes within a
even in present-day Italy, for one example. More notor- population, the image of the witch must inevitably not
ious in the brutalized, peasant Mezzogiorno, but spread- only pop out spontaneously from the unconscious pro-
ing even into the Italian communities of Switzerland, cesses, even in the extreme form of hallucinations, and
there is a sizeable profession of "witches" and "magi- the. belief in the appearance of such witches -- as
clans," by many held in higher esteem than physicians associated with one's own identity or projected upon
for treating a wide range of disorders ranging onward in a another, especially an older woman or a young girl with a
long list from the notorious "malocchio." The examples characteristic "Mona Lisa" smile -- must be frequent.
from Eastern European cultures need not be developed
here. Theproliferationofidentical forms of insane super- The witch image is not a learned chimera. It is not
stition among Spanish-speaking peoples is encountered Grimm's fairy-tales, etc., which cause people to believe
among the most backward strata of Puerto Ricans even in in witches. The popular notion of a witch is like any other
New York City. Outside of those more backward forms of social conception, an evolved means for communicat-
capitalist culture identified by the hegemony of Catholi- ing a commonplace experience which would be original to
cism[67], one does not have to dig deeply into Protestant the individual even without the existence of such a term.
or Jewish strata (even without considering the flagrant The terror which fairy-tales evoke in children _ the
example of the Hassidic cult), to locate the same essential mixed terror and fascination -- is a symptom of the prior
belief in witches in only a more shame-faced guise, existence of a witch-image in the child's mind, an image
Digging beneath the surface of the innocent-appearing which unconscious processes already directly associate
cult of "(mother's) home cooking," we find next with either the child's mother or with a combination of
"Mother's remedies," andthe generic code-word for the mother and mother-surrogates. Frequently enough, the
widespread plague of superstition, "Mother always told adult young woman recognizes this face in one or both of
me..." The relatively-greater credulousness of frigid, twoways: "Mymotherwasa witch," or "I'm constantly
lonely women for certain kinds of buncombe, ranging afraid that I'm really a witch." She had adopted the idea
from astrology to outright necrology, is an aspect of the of the witch as an appropriate representation of some
same mental disorder. It is also of most concentrated, if quality which she has located within her mother or her-
lurid clinical significance that one of the most demented self without need of fairy-tales. [68]
of the groups which briefly proliferated during the

"radical feminist" hysteria adopted the acro- The witch image is the associated quality of the female
nym "WITCH." Ego otherwise identified with female sexual impotence

and its correlated forms of social impotence generally.
Hence, the clinical significance of the acronym, WITCH,

Witches for the cited radical feminist group. Such variety of
"radical feminism," as distinct from its sane bitter fac-

Fromthepsychoanalyticalstandpoint, there is nothing tional opponent, Women's Liberation efforts, is essen-
mysterious about witches or Poltergeists. In a sense, they tially an outbreak of the most pathetic, most sadistic form
exist. The image of the "witch" is the most common form of lesbianism. The method of indoctrination used by
inwhichasonordaughterevokesanimageofthemother groups such as WITCH, so-called "consciousness-
from the unconscious processes. Themost banal and raising" sessions, were undoubtedly a modern replica-
self-destructive behavior of any individual so inhabited tion of ancient "Witch meetings," and represented the
by awitch-imageis nearly always the result of the witch's accidentally-discovered but not otherwise accidental
direct control of the Ego. Under circumstances appro- most efficient means for turning a merely intensely
priate to mass-hysteria, or which produce widespread neurotic young woman into a virtual psychotic.
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Through social"reenforcement" inthe group, the new Most women can readily recall their "two-faced"
victim is induced to call up the witch within her, andthen mothers. There was generally the smiling "company
to relinquish defenses against a more direct take-over by face," complementary to the mother's well-kept "living
that image. The result of this, where it were successfully room" of the old "lace-curtain" household cultures of
accomplished, would be a form of disassociation identical working-class and petit-bourgeois North America. Hid-
in key respects to a schizophrenic episode. Even the den away from "company" and "the neighbors," there
ordinary Ego "I" is weakened and the "I" of the out- was mother's other self, her other face, and the
wardly-acting person is placed under intensified, more accompanying cult of "family secrets" to be hidden from
direct control of the witch called forth from the "strangers" and "outsiders" generally. "Local control"
(Breughel's Bosch's Goya's) pit of unconscious proces- ideology and "patriotism" (respecting the mother
ses. A woman reduced to this psychotic state, must tend country!) are extensions of this same witch pattern of the
to become a prostitute, a lesbian, or both. Although there childhood household. Most ofthese women could find the
isgenerallyanecessaryconnectionbetween_hecontrolof same, acquired "two-facedness" in themselves, and
the Ego by a witch and lesbianism, and altbough prosti- hence discover how they learned such manifestations of
tutes are generally lesbians who depend upon calling up sexual impotence. They can locate the origin of similar
witch qualities as the prerequisites of their professional pathologies in their lovers and husb_,nds (among other
practice. The special kind of lesbianism developed in males), a perception on whose reflection the woman
radical-feminist "conscious-raising" forcing sessions is fosters deeper enmity toward the marriage's principal
nottobe simply equated with the ordinary case of lesbian enemies, the mothers-in-law.
behavior. The radical-feminism-produced lesbian is a
special category of virtual psychotic, a synthetic product There were usually other most troubling aspects to
of a "brain-washing" technique which essentially mother's "two-facedness." In one moment, she is the
reverses the psychoanalytical method. "loving, understanding" mother. In another moment,

she is a raging maenad. And, what duplicity she is
Thesonofawitchis, suitably enough, a"Prospero," a capable of! She mercilessly provokes the father into a

"magician." The most commonplace reflection of this is punitive orgy against her children, and then comforts
that class of superstitions among males identified with them as they run to her in terror from his blows. Her
the form of "If I...then, I will become..." or, "Step children consciously, or at least unconsciously, learn to
on a crack, break your mother's back" sort of supersti- distinguish her as a tricky, calculating person, nearly
tious utterances and behavior. Otherwise, the male always speaking and posing for effect, all the while
pattern has been sufficiently implied by our outline of secretly scheming behind her mask.
the female pattern.

Probing deeper, most children discover that their

It is with this "mother's religion," the superstitious motheris usually the immediate agent most responsible
cult of witches and such, that the Catholic Church corn- for crippling both their intellectual powers and their
promised to become the "Mother Church." In this is capacity to love. Only in later childhood did her children
located with secret of idolatry, headed by the cult of the begin to imagine themselves to "really believe" that
Virgin Mary. The Virgin Mary is the archetypical witch, mother-love islove. Somewhere, early in their childhood,
the mother of witches the Madonna whose secret self they could recall, there was the devastating experience of
is "The Whore of Babylon." her repeated rejections of their attempting expression of

the deepest (i.e., "oceanic") feelings, and her constant,
stultifying emphasis on their cultivating the artificial
outward facial and other behavioral appearances she

"Mona Lisa" demanded of them. "There," the child recalls her voice,
as it finally effected the outward dissimulation of its
underlying feeling which she had demanded, "Now,

A significant reflection ofthis can be readily obtained in that's mother's little..." boy or girl "again."
the report, with an accompanying momentary shudder,
fromthe majority of young adults who have a fresh, horri- From such an unfortunately commonplace mothering,
fled recollection of their experience in Roman or Greek the child also recalls her treatment of her husband. She
Catholic parochial schools. The most hideous recollec- was generally a sadistic witch, deprecating everything of
tions are usually associated with the constant emulation importance to him, frustrating his interests and preferred
of a"Mona Lisa" smile on the faces of so many viciously activities, aborting his close relationships to his children,
sadistic teaching nuns. Look quickly back and forth to the except for those measures doses of approved associations
face of the smiling, vicious nun and the face of the image she permitted him. She used her children's dependency
of the Virgin Maryl Look then at the face of any woman upon her to "turn them against their father" in one
raised in Catholic household in the moments she is either fashion or another, one degree or another. The child
being most sadistic or is hysterically lying: the psychotic recalls this with horror and anger, especially his (or her)
"Mona Lisa" smile of the arch-witch, the Virgin Mary. horror at his own childhood complicity in this vicious
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household game, especially as the adult is later able to favored strata as a special kind of people more given to
recognize that the mother did the same sort of sadistic "feeling" than intellect. In this way, the sort of "black
thing to him (or her). cultural nationalist" who associates black people with

their "genius for musical rhythm," "soul," etc., is the
most degraded of "Uncle Toms." His black nationalism

The Feminine Image consists essentially of making a virtue of the inferior
status imposed upon black people by their oppressors.

Obviously, the class struggle is not against mothers_ The black cultural nationalist, like the radical feminists
As we have repeatedly emphasized, two points must be who crudely parodied black nationalism in the late 1960's,
recognized atthe same time that one uncovers the evils of has located the quality of "national independence" in
the mother-image. Firstly, as we have emphasized internalizingtheideology of the oppressor as the internal
above, that the person' s mother-image is not a replication chains of self-oppression upon his own mind. The essence
of the existent mother, hut a construct based on the of all oppression of women, including the vicious self-
child's patheticfinfantile relationship to both the mother oppression women have been induced to internalize, is
and mother-surrogates. In most instances, the establish- the belief in the "feminine principle." The fundamental
ment of an adult human relationship to the existent expression of the capitalist oppression of women is that
mother can be a fruitful auxiliary aspect of the process of quality which is worshipped by all radical feminists: the
liberation from the internalized false representation of self-oppression of women as "creatures of feeling."
her as the mother-image. One of the most embittering Nothing is more exemplary of a self-degrading woman
aspects of an aging mother's existence is that her chil- than aradicalfeminist ranting loudly against the prefera-
dren, in later life, are showing no regard for her as the bility of "feminine" qualities to "male intellec-
human being she is, hut instead are reflecting their tual aggressiveness."
relationship to an internalized mother-image as the
control of their conduct toward her. Secondly, more Hence, the clinical significance of the "feminine
fundamental to the context of this paper's topics, the principle" in Feuerbach's treatment of the Trinity.
sadismofthemother in capitalist culture (in particular)is Hence, the latent blunder in Feuerbach's treatment of
entirely a product of capitalism and of the banalization of God the Lawgiver. [69]
women by capitalism.

The identification of the "feminine image" with
Restricting our attention to capitalist culture for con- feeling, with the absence of aggressive (i.e., hubristic)

venience (in other, pre-capitalist cultures, the mother intellectual life, coincides with the oppressed role of the
problem is more hideous than under capitalism), the woman as mother in the capitalist alienated form of the
reason the mother is the fundamental figure in her family household.
children's neurotic and psychotic problems is that the
relationship of mother to infant and post-infancy child is In reality, the material existence of the working-class
the central feature of the process of maturaton. Hence, family is effected through the distribution to those
the fundamental problems of mental life are inevitably households of a part of the wealth created through a
mediated through the relationship to the mother. To the world-wide network of cooperative labor performed by
extent that mother accepts and thus transmits capitalist the working members of that same world-wide totality
culture to her children, she must be a hideous oppressor of interdependent households. The increase in the
of those children, magnitude of this wealth per capita is secured in part

through increased productive employment of the unem-
The rest of the mother-problem, the greater sexual ployed, but more generally through technological ad-

impotence and sadism of women relative to men, is vances which have the effect of increasing the per
entirely a product of the oppression of women. The capita output of world-wide labor. Not only is this tech-
problems of sexual discrimination are significant, and nological development essential to making possible a
removing all forms of such sexual discrimination against general increase in per capita output (and, hence, con-
women is absolutely imperative to the mental health of sumption), hut without such qualitative advances in
both men and woman, hut these hideous oppressions of technology the level of production and consumption
discrimination are relatively secondary, or merely sub- would decline in consequence of convergence of pro-
sumed features of the most essential oppression to which duction upon the relatively-finite extent of the existing
women are generally subjected, resources as defined by a particular, previously-estab-

lished technology.
The essential oppression is apotheosized in the "femi-

nine image," the image of the woman as relatively a Consequently, the essence of continued human ex-
person of "feeling," "free" from "male" qualities of istence is that creative "aggressive intellectuality"
"aggressive," "intellect-dominated" life. It is charac- through which qualitative advancement of the essential
:teristic of capitalist society, in particular, that any group . technology is initiated and then actualized as general
singled out for oppression is distinguished from the productive practice.
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Actually human self-consciousness, a rational, con- potentially self-conscious outlook implicitly expresses.
scious knowledge of the world-wide processes deter- his subjective revolutionary potential, but it is not the
mining one's own individual existence, therefore can- active basis for his belief in capitalist rights to the
not be located apart from a world-wide overview of this wages on which his existence depends. His capitalist
process of development and realization of new tech- right to existence is located in his alienated identifi-
nologies. The question of determining the conditions of cation of himself as a wage-laborer.
life is first of all a question of what one must do, as an
individual, to effect the creation of new technologies, His wife, usually, is constantly hounding him into
secondly, to effect the application of those technologies psychological conformity with that alienated sense of
to the world-wide productive process, and thirdly, to himself.
effect the appropriate distribution of that wealth. Any
mental outlook which locates determination of the It is the alienated aspect of this worker's existence
household's conditions of life in parochial terms of which is emphasized by his wife and most other mem-
"local community," "region," "nation," or the family bers of his household. The wife, normatively, selects
itself, are irrational, hence relatively bestial, and marries a "good provider," locating his social
hence insane, importance in both "what he brings home" and in the

status he enjoys by virtue of his capitalist employment
To the extent that sanity is approximated under capi- title and other alienated "qualities" of his so-

talism, it is epitomized by the predicates of science, cial standing.
engineering, etc. To put the same point in other terms,
capitalism (in particular) identifies the permitted de- The alienation of the wife is symptomized by her typi-
gree of sanity (e.g., science) as the quality of male cal reaction to such "men's talk" as her husband's dis-
aggressive intellectuality. The denial of this quality of cussion of his actual productive work or other "techni-
"aggressive intellectuality" for the "feminine image" cal questions." She is "bored," and withdraws to the
is the self-imposition of Insanity upon women in their company of women to occupy herself usually principally
acceptance of that "feminine image." with gossip. She smiles (sadistically) over his techni-

cally-oriented "hobbies," and, when this applies,
Contrary to reality, the capitalist form of the working- assumes the most hideous perfection of a Mona Lisa

class household alienates and mystifies the process of smile of "tolerant understanding" for his or her
the working-class's self-reproduction of the material children's socialist political activities if she does not
conditions of its own existence and development. The outrightly throw a fit at his "endangering the security
alienated relationship of the household to production is of the household" by such involvements.*
institutionalized in the normative form of the employed
"male head of household," who alienates his labor- The woman subjectedto capitalist norms of house-
power, which is degraded for him into the empiricist hold life, unless she breaks through such bourgeois
form of mere wage-labor. The alienated worker does working-class household norms, is unfortunately the
not essentially associate his production with his self- norm for the sadistic bourgeois working-class mother,
reflexive, self-conscious contribution to the world's among others. A great number representing still a
wealth. He rather sees the essential form of his pro- minority of mothers, especially the majority of mothers
ductive employment as the sale of a section of his liv- of future revolutionary eadres, do break through the
ing-time to the command of a capricious employer in norms in a variety of at least tentative ways. As distinct
return for wages: the rigorous definition of the term, from the normal sadistic Roman Catholic, "American
"wage-slavery." Gothic" sort of Protestant, or Jewish mother, the

mother who is able to express some actual love for her
The worker may indeed speak sometimes of what he children corrects for the oppressive side of her posses-

produces, and pridefully regard this as expressing sive child-rearing, by pushing her sons a daughters into
someting of social importance about himself. He may, some degree of regular human relationship to the
furthermore, devoutly wish he could locate his moral father. She avoids the totally impotent woman's habit
right to a "decent life" in just such real accomplish- of "tearing down the father" in front of the children,
ments, or -- if unemployed or employed in a job below refuses to fall into the traditional wifely custom of por-
his potential m he may locate these potential moral traying the father as variously impotent, a clown or a
rights in what he would be capable of accomplishing to social failure to her children, or as merely "a
that same effect. This secondary aspect of the worker's good provider."

* Not accidentally, one of the most exciting contributions a parent can make to the psychological health of a child is the experience of the
father's communicating to the son or daughter some empirical acquaintance with the internal details and social purpose of what the father
does in the "outside world." Correspondingly, the classical case of the most emotionally-disturbed type of adult male is given by the
"mother's boy" who has kept distance from the "outside world" life of a productive worker father; the kind of mother who develops such
"feminine" obsessions in her son is the prototype of the Virgin Mary, the most extremely sadistic sort of mother.
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As a mode, a tendency, although there are innumer- tively propitiate such magical potencies. Her advice to
able involutions and exceptions, the tendency for sons her husband on how he should comfort himself in the
and daughters to become scientists or technologically- outside world, her concern for the appearance and
advanced workers is a father-oriented image. "Mus- condt/ct of her children, and her oppressive general
cle" labor, such as construction work, tends to coincide superstitious concern with an entire array of related
with the "bull" image of the sexually-impotent mother- "do's and don't's," may often have the specious
dominated male. The profession of literature or the appearance of a thought-out overview of reality; it is
acting profession are almost overwhelmingly a direct actually, in the form of inner mental life through which
reflection of a son's (or daughter's) domination by a such behavior is controlled within her, pure magic, the
sadistic mother, correlating with both a total domina- predicates of her superstitious fantasy-life.
tion of the mind by fantasy and a corresponding
estrangement from the realities of the "outside world."

Her Children's Neuroses
There are two fundamental features to the "femi-

nine" norm of motherhood. On the one side, the The constant bombardment of her children with such
mother is estranged from conception of "technical fantastic belief in magic, especially her making her
questions" generally, frequently even from simple expressions of "mother-love" contingent upon the
mechanical competence -- although simple mechanical father's and children's "respect for" her superstitious
competence (as opposed to scientific competence) is not fears, produces that bourgeois ideology, that obsessive
intrinsically alien to the "feminine self-image." More irrationality which is characteristic of most of the adult
emotion is usually shown for the complementary side of members of capitalist society.
this alienation: "mother's fears." She has a horror of the
"outside world," of "strangers," etc. For her, bring- In effect, the dependency-relationship to a sadistic,
ing an "outsider" into the house must be circum- fantasy-ridden mother by her children creates a false
scribed by elaborate rituals of "having company." Her map of reality in their minds, so long as those minds,
women friends from among the neighbors may be even in later adult life, are being regulated by the asso-
casually admitted for kitchen entertainment and gossip ciation of the individual's identity with the mother-
almost at a mere knock -- but let her husband try to image-dominated infantile Ego.
bring home one of his friends in the same casual
fashion! Her women friends from the neighborhood are Contrary to the usually voiced assertion that people
one thing, but her husband's friends and acquaintances arrive at judgments for action on the basis of rational
are, by virtue of association with him, "strangers" consideration of the merits of the case as such, all
from the "outside world." judgments are effected under control of the 'T' of

identity. In effect, the individual anticipates the immi-
To her, the "outside world" is a realm of mysterious nent increase or diminishing of the "sense of personal

potencies, the subject of her irrational fears. All the worth," of "identity," which will ensue from the social
important forms of possible disaster she fears involve expression of alternative judgments. When the "1" is
the possible intrusion of the "outside world" into her located in the infantile Ego, this anticipation is effected
home. The essential thing she imposes upon all by turning a usually unconscious "inner ear" to the
members of her family is their "respect for" her irra- babble of voices arising from the "pit," a babble in
tional fears of this sort. which the voice of the "mother-image" predomi-

nates.[70] In main effect, more emphatically so the
To her, the material conditions of life on which the more mother-image-dominated (the more neurotic) the

household depends are determined by magic. She individual is, the more his or her anticipation of the
refuses to believe that wealth is determined by uni- consequences of the judgment is usually determined by
versal and cooperative labor. Wealth, to her, is a what theinternalized "mother" advises that will be. In
magical outgrowth of money and social status. She in- the extreme case, that of the obsessive neurotic or
sists that the survival of her family, her husband's psychotic, the internalizea "mother's voice" is more
income-producing, etc., are all variously determined immediately the invariant of the individual's map of all
either by their conforming to certain potency-propiti- matters of the "outside world."
ating rituals she prescribes for them or by her prayers.

Even in the ordinary milder cases of neurosis, or
The essence of this magic is her belief that the out- simply the general neurosis which bourgeois ideology

side world is governed not by rational cause and effect, is, the Ego's view of the world is a parody of the rela-
but by mysterious potencies- typified by govern- tionships peculiar to the mother-dominated capitalist
ment, employeD, and other special "important peo- family household. The center of the neurotic's universe
pie," the generic "they" of ."they have brought a is the internalized family household of childhood super-
new..." or "they have changed the" old home town, imposed upon the family of adult life. In partly-over-
etc. She regards her wisdom, her "woman's intuition," lapping but generally succeeding order, the universe as
as embodying insight into those recipes which effec- a whole is reached by discrete steps. The inner layer is
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family; a broader area, the neighborhood; or, the individual households and local communities. It is only
region, or, the nation, or, the language or ethnic group, an exaggeration to imagine a mother thus victimized by
or, the commonality of a religious affiliation, etc. fantasy, told that the entire town is about to be flooded,
Similarly, the "logic" of events within each distin- either blame the flood on the "Democrats" or "put her
guished "area" and among "areas" are determined by foot down," to declare, "We just won't allow it to
the "rules" (axioms) implicit in the mother-dominated affect us."
fantasy acquired in childhood.

This is the basis for the militant but still pro-capitalist

We need merely mention the case of father's super- workers' hostility to revolutionary change. To make a
stitions and their effects in this patters. For reasons we revolution is to express the potency of the working class,
have repeatedly given in this series, father is usually of to act against the potencies of the "established
secondary, if usually reenforcing, importance to the order" toeradicatethebasisformother'switchcraft!
child's maturation. Secondly, the father's superstitions
are primarily derived from his mother, and those Mother's magic, perpetuated as fantasy through the
aspects he acquired from his father are primarily trans- dependency of Ego-identity on the internalized voice of
mitted from the paternal grandmother. Etc., etc. the superstitious mother-image, is the basis for the
Capitalist Ideology within the Individual is primarily hostility to "theory" among workers, the bitter in-
matrlloeal and mal_d_e _!. vective against Marxist "elitism" among anarcho-

syndicalist cults, and the general hostility to real
creative scientific work and revolutionary socialism

Witches' Fear of Theory generally. "Who do you think you are to imagine you

The politically reactionary aspect of this is most can go against the system?" mother's voice warns,
viciously concentrated in the effect of "mother's fears" "Stop acting silly; be yourself. What is it you people
of her children's attitudes toward "law and order" in say nowadays, 'Stick to doing your own thing!' "
the "outside world." Mother's belief in magic empha-
sizes "traditionalism," which is to say the semi-perma- The Virgin Sat_an
nence of the potencies in the "outside world" and the
absolute permanence ("things will always be basically The second "trinity," the "Holy Family," is a reflec-
the same," "human nature can't be changed") of the tion of organized Christianity's covenant with the
fundamental set of rules of propitiation by which the witch-devil, the Virgin Mary, its sly broadening of the
outside world is ordered. The essential feature of her Christian doctrine to canonize and "render harmless"

belief in magic is that the body of magic is fixed, the cult of witchcraft, undoubtedly the precedent for
hence m implicitly -- thnt _ "outside world" is gov- the later less portentious accomodation, the assimila-
emc_lbyafhc_l_toflawscorrespondingessentiallyto tion of Bingo into the parish calendar of mother's
those she deems in force in the "outside world" today, superstitious activities.

This outlook, which is the root of her obsessive hos- To bring the question of the Holy Family to its con-
tility to scientific and often even technical subjects, is clusion here, we begin by restating the distinction
antagonistic to even the development of the conditions between the two contradictory aspects of Christian doc-
of material life of the household, is firmly set against trine, between the essential doctrine, which we empha-
those most drastic changes which even significant tech- sized in the preceding section of this paper, and the
nological change demands, and is, most emphatically, adaptation to popular superstition, which we have
determined to preserve the hysterical illusion and prac- emphasized in the preceding parts of this present sec-
tice which treats the real world as subject to change tion. The practical object is to show that the specifically
only in terms of aggregations of virtually autonomous capitalist ideological content of modern Christianity is
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located mainly in the superstitious or "Mr. Hyde" most heinous of all offenses against Jehovah; it is the
aspect of the doctrine, crime for which Lucifer was condemned, the crime of

(Promethean) hubris. The Promethean Lucifer (there
The essential feature of Christian doctrine, as we are two distinct and opposite Satans) is a potency, with

have previously identified this, treats the subject of the the power to struggle for hegemony against God, a
"religious experience" and its psychoanalytical impli- Prometheus who schemes to win men to his cause by
cations. The "religious experience" itself is simply a offering to change the laws of nature in conformity with
naive, ignorant self-consciousness's joyful encounter mortal man's material needs. This Promethean Lucifer
with an upsurge of the fundamental emotion, an elation is a God more powerful than Zeus-Jehovah, who par-
occasioned by an outpouring of the "oceanic" feeling, takes of the essence of the Deity (the fundamen-
In general, this experience is identical to the experi- tal emotion).
encing of the actual emotion of "non-erotic" loving in
its intense form- a point we have illustrated by Lucifer is the Christian doctrine's horror-stricken
repeated references to the famous Liebestod duet from prescience of the ultimate appearance of Karl Marx.
Tristan and Isolde.

Since the Christian doctrine proscribes man's use of
The elaboration of Christian doctrine on the religious the creative potential of the fundamental emotion to

experience begins with the recognition that individual reorder the laws of nature, the doctrine thus alienates
man is divided against himself, that he has two alter- religious man from the essential human power over the
nate 'T's within his mind. One of these 'T's, the self- universe. It sets the lawful ordering of nature apart
conscious self, is agreeable to the outpouring of the from man, as something opposed to him. Hence, as
fundamental emotion. However, in the normal state of Feuerbach properly observes to that point, God the
man outside that experience, the self-conscious self is Law-Giver is estranged from man's direct knowledge;
generally condemned to watch in passive, impotent God the Law-Giver is made to have a nature which is in
horror as the person is compelled to think and act significant part denied to man. Since man is therefore
according to the control of the person by the infantile denied the act of finding such hubristic qualities in
Ego.[71] The essential object of the fundamental aspect himself, he is denied the act of seeking within himself
of Christian doctrine is to enable man to purge himself the quality which compares with that attributed to God
of control of the infantile Ego and to thus live perma- the Law-Giver; man therefore cannot directly know God
nently as an alienated form of self-conscious 'T' acting the Law-Giver of his own personal knowledge. (Moses
through the force of the fundamental emotion, cannot see the face of God.)

Thus far, essential Christian doctrine and revolution- This alienation of the Law-Giver from the personal
ary-socialist outlooks might not appear to differ signifi- religious experience immediately divides the essential
cantly. A distinction emerges most clearly the moment Deity into two parts. The essential Deity is the Logos,
we emphasize that the morality appropriate to self- which religious man directly experiences (knows) as the
consciousness is Spinozan[72], and locate the objective "oceanic" feeling of elated self-consciousness, God the
requirements of the self-conscious individual's thought Law-Giver has been to that degree alienated from this
and action in the context of the world-wide develop- essential Deity in respect to man, although he remains
ment of today's productive forces created through pre- connected to it as the subject of his own essential
vious capitalist development. The distinction between nature. Hence, "In the beginning, was the Word," and
the religious man and the socialist is this. The religious the Word was God and was also with God.
man is a naive individual, who conceives of morality as
Feuerbach does, in terms of a mass of autonomous The estrangement of God the Law-Giver from man
individuals. He does not know the Necessity of Free- requires that religion provide man-become-God, a man-
dom, that the only action properly giving self-conscious become-a-God who experiences all the qualities of the
identity to the individual is a universal act for the posi- self-conscious 'T' in its religious experience ("In a
tive development (and realization) of universal state of Pentecost"), and who is also defined as God
labor.[73] To the religious man, the laws of the "out- lacking the distinctive qualities of the Law-Giver. Since
side world" are fixed by God, and hence he must not this man-become-God is directly connected to God the
aspire to be more than an Apoilonlan "explorer of Law-Giver through the shared essence, the Logos, we
nature."[74] Socialist man is fundamentally distin- have the Trinity, in which Christ (man-become-God)
guishable from religious man; socialist man's location acts as mediator between man and God.[75] Christ is a
of his identity in universal labor, in the wilful changing personal God for alienated man, for the reasons
of law, in taking upon himself the potent responsibility previously identified.
for positive reordering of nature, defines his world-
outlook as Promethean. In this essential doctrine, Christianity retains the

root-form of an ideology-in-general for a universalizing
This distinction is not strained. Essential religious form of society, e.g., the Papal feudal system of Charle-

doctrine proscribes the Promethean outlook itself as the magne, the semi-feudal mercantile-capitalist system of
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the 13th through 16th centuries of Western Europe, The superstitious side of religious doctrine and activ-
and capitalism proper. It has the essential quality of an ities, centered in Catholic doctrines on the cult of the
ideology because it has alienated man in the most Arch-Witch, the Virgin Mary, and other idolatries, is
fundamantal way, as Apollonlan man: it defines the based on a substitute for the "religious experience" in
religious experience as the joyful encounter with the the banal passion of mother-love. The moral side of this
"oceanic" feeling by an ignorant, alienated self- part of doctrine is based on a kind of churchly jiu-jitsu.
conscious "I," and alienates man by denying him the The very mechanisms of the Devil herself, are em-
discovery of his essential human, i.e., Promethean ployed to regulate the conduct of the communicant
self-consciousness.* through mother's superstitious fears. Negation of the

negation! The church makes a compact with the Devil,
The essential Christian doctrine is therefore beseiged in respect of which the Satan delivers the credulous to

by two opponents. Its dangerous opponent, the an- the morality of the church through the medium of the
athema of the first of the Ten Commandments, is Karl superatitious fears transmitted through the mother,
Marx, the Promethean Lucifer. Its second opponent, and also delivers to the church the right to act to exert
the identity of the ordinary Satan, is the Virgin Mary, further control of those believers through appeals to the
the Arch-Witch, the dark power over the infantile Ego, sentiment of mother-love.
reaching out from the demon-infested pit of Bosch's
and Goya's Hell to drag man into his characteristic In this way, the Church incorporates into its doctrine
gluttony ("chicken soup"), sensual self-degradation the lusts of gluttony and Oedipal sexual orgies, the way
("Oedipus"-governed, banal sexual lusting), and gen- of the infantile Ego. It makes a sacrament of each lust,
eral Dionyslaeal heteronomy.t thereby subverting the lustful activity (and its celebra-

tion through ritual intervals of "negation") to the
As we noted before, organized Christianity, Catholic church's benefit. (Like waiting for Christmas morning,

or Protestant, shamefacedly but nonetheless effectively the previous day's prohibitions make the opening of the
distinguishes two categories of communicants, each gifts more exciting. The object of fasting is gluttonous
characterized by a different emphasis in doctrine. On feasting.)
the one side, there is the smaller community of
"apostles and mystics," those whose relationship to By incorporating the witches and their superstitions
the church is principally identified by a cultivation of into the body of churchly doctrine and practices,
the "religious experience." The larger numbers of Christianity assimilates and strengthens the essential
communicants is made up in its smaller portion by qualities of the specific ideology of that society's
those church officials who are occupied with the practi- witches. The church becomes the Universal Mother-
cal and administrative side of church life, and in the Church, the official institution of the collectivity of
larger portion by the mass of communicants whose superstitious mothers, and the most agreeable habitat
minimal or virtually non-existent adult "religious ex- for the pathetic woman left with little but her super-
perience" is overwhelmingly outweighed by stition to console her.
superstition.

Having incorporated the Madonna-Whore of Babylon
To the latter, but for extraordinary occasions and cir- into its liturgy as the religious doctrine for the common

cumstances, the "religious experience" of the adult is credulous man and woman, how does the Church
not only limited to a few occasions in their lives, but conceal the ugly fact of this compact? How does it
generally it is tolerantly assumed by both church and dispose of the canonical preoccupation with the arch-
laity that such special feeling-knowledge, such "imita- enemy, with the doctrine it has inherited from its own
tion of Christ" is more or less beyond the reach of the essential beliefs? It solves this problem in a certain
ordinary mortal religious person. Small, extremely- sense, by delegating solution of this thorny theological
diluted, occasional senses of the "religious feeling" problem to the Devil herself. It permits a disguised,
serve as a mere hint of spice for a religious life predom- smiling Satan, the Virgin Mary to determine who shall
inantly characterized by witch-ridden superstition, be the "enemy." Characteristically, being such a sort

* Judaism, which developed as a by-product of the emergence of early Christianity, and was molded in its further evolution as an
appendage of Christianity, is also in its general form a truncated reflection of the Christian type of ideology in general. It has also been
transformed through specifically feudal, semi-feudal mercantile-capitalist, and capitalist forms. It is not necessary to give special
treatment to Judaism here, since it never existed except in myth, but as a by-product of Christianity, and could not exist except as a
special predicate of a Christian or Muslim culture, principally Christian. There is no autonomous ',Jewish culture," but only a special
variety of (especially) Christian culture.[76]

t The experience of the socialist movement, from which we are accustomed to such centrist butchers as Stalin's amalgamating "left"
and "right" opponent factions intoa single enemy, facilitates one's understanding of the way in which the Church perpetrates the fraud
of equating Prometheus and Dionysius. It might be speculated that Stalin after all learned at least this much of the art of factional lying
from his period of passionate devotion to study of the priesthood.
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of witch, the Virgin Mother locates the enemy in the It is not accidental that Hegel's insight into religion is
category of "outsider," in the essence of the person strongest in just this connection. It is also not accidental
from the other country, the other neighborhood, the that Feuerbach ebbs toward a pre-Hegelian backward-
other religion, the person who speaks a different ness in just those aspects of his epistemology which
language, etc. Hence, Catholicism makes a travesty of coincide with a regression toward the superstitious,
itself, and becomes entirely a mere herd of antagonistic "dirty-judaical" side of Mariolatry. [78]
parochialisms. Universality becomes an empty word
delivered to the entertainment of pervasive heterenomy! In general, today, Catholicism not-accidentally pre-

vails in those parts of capitalist society in which sexual
impotence is must acute. A few cases suffice to qualify

Feuerbach exemplifies the point in a certain fashion, the point.
Nowhere in his The Essence of Christianity do we find

an account for the name of Satan. Imagine, Christianity Limiting our attention for a moment to Western
without Satan_ Luther would wallop his ears soundlyl European culture (e.g., to include North and South
Yet, Satan reveals herself in that book despite the America, in particular), those language cultures (Ital-
author's whim; only Satan's name is changed, to that of Jan, Spanish, Portuguese, notably) in which Catholi-
the Virgin Mary. More exactly, Satan is portrayed by cism predominates as virtually the state religion, are
her real name, her Arch-Witch's canonical name of relatively the most backward in economic and cultural
"Holy Mother." development and are those sections of capitalist culture

characterized by a deep and depressing feeling of
"Southern inferiority" in the individual.

Protestantism
The case of Italy is most efficient for identifying the

The general coincidence of the development of the essential features of this problem. Even without taking
Protestant heresy in those regions of 15th, 16th and the wretchedness of the Mezzogiorno into account, not
17th century Europe in which progress was then pre- only is the social productivity of the Italian forced down
dominant is implicitly exemplary of the point that Prot- by capitalism to a significantly lower level than that of
estantism reflects a profound cultural advance over the English-speaking or German, but, worse, the Italian
Catholicism. To the present day, the persistence of (excepting a handful of rich) sees virtually no gain in
Catholicism is generally characteristic of those regions general wealth to himself or his country as a result of
and cultures which are relatively most backward, either even his most intensive labor at the maximum levels of
by virtue of relative economic development or special productive activity in that nation.
hideousness of family relations preserved in the midst

of a more advanced culture. This is exemplified by the inhuman irony of the
recent Italian "housing boom," proliferating and erod-
ing empty structures for which there would be few

The correlation between the emergence of Protes- prospective occupants at present prices: a mere pork-
tantism and cultural advancement is readily located, barrel, a mere boon-doggie for the construction in-
and that location not accidentally touching the most dustry and financiers involved, of no notable benefit for
essential aspect of Christian doctrine: the Logos. The the wretchedly-housed, miserably-paid Italian worker.
Protestant revolution, reflecting an upsurge in the The Italian worker, brought late into the mainstream of
degree, extent, and realized importance of innovation capitalist development, permitted to rise no further as a
in technological, social, and political institutions, cot- nation than to being a reservoir of cheap labor for the
responds to what the religions man must account as an more prosperous North American and Northern Euro-
intensification of the "religious experience."[77] This pean capitalists, has found little benefiL=ialcorrelation
is the case because of the direct connection between between even his maximum productive labor and his
increased creative mental activities and the increased material conditions of family life. Under such circum-
ferment of the fundamental emotion. Protestantism is stances, the more intensively and productively he .
thus fundamentally distinguished as a broad movement labors, the more frustrated and impotent he must
from Catholocism by its humanistic bias, its emphasis consequently sense himself to be.
on what the Society of Friends -- the ultimate of the
long-standing forms of Protestantism- regarded as
the power of the "inner Light" (The Holy Spirit So his working-class son and daughter are denied
immanent in the individual) to guide him or her in the generally the image of a father of relative productive
proper insight into the Word of God. In broad terms, potency in the outside world. Looking for the answer in
Protestantism represents especially in its general evan- superstitious comparison of his nation to other ad-
gelical form and bias, a large step toward a pure Logos- vanced nations, the Italian worker is misled to see that
doctrine. Hence, Protestantism ejects the idiolatry of nation itself as somehow "culturally" inferior in
"saints" for the "imitation of Christ." potency, and hence to the extent that he sees Italians in



The Virgin Mary Behind the sadistic,
psychoticsmile,sheknowsthe truth:sheis
the "Whoreof Babylon,"Satanherself.

such superstitious, alienated -- i.e., "nationalistic" -- of the Virgin Mary -- with that goddamned smilel
fashion, he is overwhelmed by the seeming evidence of well out of sight for a generation or so, until men have
his "Southern inferiority." had time to forget and women to free themselves from

that degrading witches' mockery of love.
The potentially revolutionary Italian worker, denied

The case of the U.S. Irish professing Catholic of thehis rightful sense of potency for universal as well as
cooperative labor, clings heroically and fearfully to his second or third generation involves a minor complica-
hold on serious music, great literature, and serious art tion. Until the aftermath of the Second World War,
generally. He rightly clings to these cultural achieve- Italian-Americans were an oppressed minority, gen-
ments but usually with a sense of desperation. If, he erally hideously slandered and subjected to correspond-
fears, Italians should slide into the imminent moral ing discriminatory practices. The Irish-American began
degradation of American Rock and otherwise lose their his climb out of the extreme of "Paddy" status after the
precious connection to serious art, the whole nation Civil War, and consequently it was many decades ago
would slip into the lumpenized state of a burgeoning that he was actually subjected to the degree of abuse
mass of demoralized beggars and hustlers, more recently poured with his help -- upon Italian-

Americans. However, although the actual discrimina-

Although it is the norm of the possessive Italian tion against Irish-Americans was slight over recent
mother who is immediately responsible for the pathetic decades, the Irish-descent community in the U.S.A.

had already developed as a militant in-group around
"mother's little man," the pathetic strutting Pappa- the Catholic Church and, in image if not entirely in fact,gallo (a feathered Macho), it is the capitalist degra-
dation of Italian working-class men which strips the the police and fire departments as well as a number of
Italian child of the image of a potent father. Hence, the Irish-dominated big-city political machines. This repre-
possessive mother appears a creature of awesome sented a ghettoized sort of existence, inhibiting the free
relative potency by contrast with the abused and blending of the Irish-Americans into the general culture
derided long-suffering father, of the most advanced capitalist sub-sector.

This must be qualified with the observation that even
Catholicism thrives in such miserable capitalist prior to the present renewed emphasis on "ethnics" by

double-oppression of the working-class of an entire CIA U.S. domestic counterinsurgency programs, the
nation. It may be objected that the Italian Catholic is U.S. capitalist ruling circles for over a century have
rabidly anti-clerical by comparison with the Irish or exploited the fragmentation of the working-class
Polish Catholics, for example. Such observation is mis- through encouraging ethnic parochialism. In all, de-
leading. Priests are mere men; the Church of the Arch- spite the cultural advantages of the U.S.A., a large
Witch is, after all, esseutially mother's business. (A section of Irish-Americans, through combined de-
proper Pope for such a Mother Church should be fensive militancy, parochialist ethnic piggishness, and
elected from the ranks of homosexual bishops, since nurture of such arrangements from above, had main-
Golda Meir is unfortunately not an available candidate tained Catholic traditions in the household, thus per-
for that office.) petuating a large part of that special heritage of cultural

backwardness in the family despite the contrary fay-
The day on which Italian working-class men secure orable circumstances available to those working-

their rightful self-estimation as potent producers capa- class families.
ble of genuine love for a woman, they will certify this
instantly by turning all the churches and whorehouses The kernel of the oppression of the U.S.-
into harmless and useful museums, putting all images Irish-American family through the mediation of the
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Church is locatable in the prohibition against birth belief -- as man secures to practical life that universal
control, subjugating the Irish-American Catholic family which as former want was set opposite to man, as the
to a hideous mind-and-body-eroding orgy of fertility, reflection of such a want, in the Heavens.
driving the mothers to the most fanatical extremes of
female sadism and otherwise creating the most oppres- The significant issue against Feuerbach is located in
sive conditions of home life for the hapless children, his identification of those earthly wants he accounts as
Such an oppression demoralized the next generation reflected in alienated religious apotheoses. The signifi-
into a preference for Catholic superstitiousness. (A cance of his obsession with the Virgin Mary is not a
generation of birth control and the Irish Catholic theological issue as such, but an issue of determining
parishes in the U.S.A. would disappear.) which qualities of human relationships are actually

human, and which alienated and hence relatively
It is, of course, true that humanism transformed bestial. Feuerbach sees Protestantism as progressive

Catholicism over the same period that it gave birth to over Catholicism only in respect to the immanent
Protestantism. The emergence of the Jesuit order itself waning of Faith under human progress, which is of
expresses the insurgence of the rationalist tendency course half the truth of the matter in a certain, re-
within Catholicism. The case of the gifted, wretched stricted sense. However, the actual insurgence of
Erasmus epitomizes that transformation of Western Protestantism was, ironically, a fierce epidemic of
European languages during the fifteenth and early nothing but Faith. Protestantism self-consciously dis-
sixteenth centuries, employing the medium of the tinguished itself from Catholicism by making Faith the
printed word to realize the explosive revolution in cornerstone of salvation. Feuerbach'sfaulty view of the
languages being initiated through imposition of Latin matter coincides with a defect in his epistemology.
and Greek to enrich the syntax and vocabularies.
Cervantes (possible of Jewish or partially-Jewish par- The principal real reason for the de-emphasis on the
entage) almost creates modern Spanish, Rabelais Virgin Mary in Protestantism is, as already stated, the
brings French to the height of its potential for expres- shift of Protestant doctrine toward a pure Logos-doc-
sing important conceptions (since which, the Immortals trine, moving in that direction up to, the absolute
have been bringing death to the medium of French stopping-place of, the doctrine of the "imitation of
intellectual life)[79], etc., typifying an explosive ere- Christ." Hence, the Protestant weakening of that prin-
ative ferment in which Catholicism shared as much in ciple of idolatry which is the continuing principle dis-
certain leading respects as Protestantism. In such tinction of the Catholic doctrine. With that, the de-
features, although the history of that period is rational, crease in the importance of the Mother of Idolatry.
it is more wonderfully involuted than would permit
systematic untangling in this immediate context. As we have also noted above, the Reformation was

charactered by evangelism, by virtual epidemics of the
It is the essentials of the matter which concern us religious experience, in which events reason in the form

here. Feuerbach, continuing his self.revealing obses- of interpretation of the words of the Bible immediately
sion with Mariolatry, makes a forceful correlated asser- intersected the overflowing of the "oceanic" feeling,
tion against Protestant theology: and with an accompanying outpouring of Pentecostalist

tendencies which the Fathers of the Reformation per-
Protestantism has set aside the Mother of God but this petually attempted to suppress, and not without con-
deposition of women has been severally avenged. The siderable difficulty. It is reported by Macaulay, among
arms which it has used against the Mother of God have others, that Cromwell's roundheads during their conti-
turned against itself, against the Son of God, against the
whole Trinity.He who has once offered up the Mother of nental depredations did far more severe and permanent
Godto the understanding, is not far from sacrificing the damage to the cathedrals they came across than to the
mystery of the Sonof God as an anthropomorphism.[80] military forces they dispersed before them.[82] The

method of evangelism, which supplied those warriors
It should be clear that Feuerbach is not defending with the political aspect of their martial regimen, un-

religion. Quite the contrary: doubtedly had more to do with such anti-idolatrous
fervor of the Logos than any body of formal Protestant

The triune God has a substantial meaning only where doctrine. The proper metaphor to be adduced from
there is an abstraction from the substance of real life. psychoanalytical insights is that the "oceanic" feeling
The more empty life is, the fuller, the more concrete is topples and subsumes whatever banal objects stands in
God.... Only a poor man has a rich God... Here we its way. The Logos, as Feuerbach refuses to acknow-
have the true explanation of the fact that the Trinity has
in modern times lost first its practical, and ultimately its ledge its existence is the kernel of the matter; the Logos

is the unity of reason with the "oceanic" feeling, com-
theoretical significance.[81] bined a force that sweeps the infantile Ego and its

Indeed, Feuerbach's thesis is that man's discovery of witch-like mother-images before it.
that quality of love identified with a self-consciousness
of species-being stands in opposition to Faith, and is to It is of somewhat secondary but substantial ira-
be sought with the consequence of the end of religious portance that the social conditions accompanying the
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emergence of Protestantism fractured the fixedness of ence with evangelism. At the point of conversion (the
family life. The long reign of monotonous hereditary onset of the religious feeling) immersion in water, or
predestination through the family is broken by the the very idea ofsubmittingto Immersion in water, is an
swarms of displaced peasantry, and the accompanying abandonment of resistanee to the fortheoming of the
erosion of the fixed Papal order in the emergence of "oeeanie" emotion. Any psychoanalyst who had en-
semi-bourgeoisified nation-states and nation-lan- countered the phenomena of the "Love-Death" feeling
guages. There remains a strong distinction for the in depth analysis should recognize and correlate that
individual between locality and strange places, be- point immediately.
tween the inner reality of family life and the "outside
world," more strong than we know it today. Yet, rela- It is merely collateral that the material conditions of
tive to the old order, the hideously oppressive monot- life of the French peasantry (for example) significantly
ony and changelessness -- idiocy -- of the old family deteriorated with the rise of mercantile capitalism
life was qualitatively undermined. (e.g., the house of Bardi, Medici, et al.). It might

appear to lend support to Feuerbach's thesis that the
The emergence of Protestantism does not, in itself, period of the most hideous deterioration in the material

represent the weakening of religious belief which it conditions of life in Europe generally coincide with the
indirectly forebodes. It is the progress of science, success of the Catholic counter-reformation; in the
leading toward the supersession of the capitalist broader view of such matters, there is no direct correla-
development which brings Protestantism into being, tion of that sort. The correlation is located in something
and the emergence of the hubristic working-class that would usually correspond to a general increase in
political movement, which will end the religious life. wealth, an increased intellectual ferment, associated
Protestantism is in itself, at its origins, a fanatical with the realization of political, social, and technologi-
intensification of religious belief. It is that fanatical cal innovations in part in the direct development of the
energy, not a diminution of the quality of religious productive forces. The already-cited point, respecting
faith, which swept Mariolatry aside, the increase in religious fervor accompanying the rise

of Protestantism is perhaps sufficient observation for
Indeed, relative to the decaying Catholicism around the purposes of this paper.

it, Protestantism represented at its inception virtually a

return to religious faith, and embodies at that juncture The essential systematic flaw in Feuerbach's doc-
a truer reflection of man's innermost religious needs trine of the Trinity remains. His total misconception of
than that which it supersedes. It is then, as it hazily the decline of Mariolatry in Protestantism is entirely
perceives itself to be, a return in one sense to the rooted in his own neurotic need to throw out the Logos
Church of the apostles from the post-apostolic church of (Holy Spirit) in the interests of apotheosizing mother-
the bishops. This does not occur as an actual return to love not merely as a religious but a human principle.
the Christian religion of the Roman Empire, but only a

getting down to the contemporary psychological roots The significance of this for epistemology is that in
of a Christianity in the course of putting a new super- that obsession, we have not only the kernel of all his
structure upon it. blunders repsecting Hegel's notion of the Logos[84],

The emphasis on adult baptism underscores this. The but we have located the neurotogenic premises which
idea of immersion in water, as a psychoanalytical phe- lead into his failure to recognize any of the essential
nomenon, does not occur because of "birth traumas" qualities of the actual Logos, the actual qualities of the
or such wild edifications[83], nor does its explanation unity of reason and the fundamental emotion in the
require any involuted explanations of other sorts. The matured self-conscious self.
unconscious mind identifies the fundamental emotion

with "oceanic" qualities, not because someone has In adhering to "mother-love," Feuerbach adopts the
seen an ocean, etc. The same notion, perhaps with a world-outlook of not only Satan herself, but, more im-
different word attached, would occur if the individual portant, reflects in his criticism of religion, his neurotic
had nevermeteven a sizeable pool of water. The word, need and compulsion to apotheosize the universal
"oceanic," is the only sort of term which describes the witch, the Virgin Mary, his corresponding real need to
feeling. The feeling also coincides with the fear of worship the mundane witch, the witch in his own un-
drowning, and perhaps also causes a special kind of conscious processes. In making his case for mother-
terror to be attached to that fear. To the individual stub- love, Feuerbach identifies himself firmly with the
bornly holding to his infantile Ego-identity at the onset infantile Ego, against giving potency (the feeling of
of this feeling, the experiencing of that emotion does "I") to the self-conscious self. Thus, as he plants
occur as a kind of death, the death of the Ego. The himself in defense of the Satanic doctrine of super-
importance of adult baptism in religion ought therefore stition in religious belief, he merely reflects his adher-
to be obvious enough, once we have identified the ence to the corresponding superstition in the real
I_gos-feeling aspect of the religious experience, and world, his "dirty-Judaical" fetishism for the fixed
the correlation of the outbursts of the religious experi- object of infantile Ego elation, "reductionism."[85]
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"scientism" reflect, from the end of the first world war, and the shock of the 1917 Bolshevik Revolution, "educated man" not
only lost interest in "universal truth," but came to regard the very question of such fundamental investigations as downright
insolent. The modem view is viciously antagonistic to the hubristic attitude, and has more recently swung to the extreme
tendency to break with the idea of necessary interdependency between human and scientific progress. (E.g., the fascist
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the specific emotion of self-conscious loving, that their direct knowledge of that emotion is limited to certain musi-
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66. For observations respecting the general loss of this faculty during childhood, note especially Shelley's essay, "On Life."

67. Essence ....

68. Ibid.

69. Essence..., p. 37: "The understanding is thus the original, primitive being" {i.e. the Logos!), and also p. 39: "The
understanding is further the self-subsistent and independent being" (again, the Logos!). P. 40: "Lastly, the tmderstanding or
reason is the necessary being" (again, the Logos!). However, p. 45: "A God, therefore, who expresses only the nature of the
understanding does not satisfy religion, is not the God of religion." Feuerbach, by introducing the infantile, superstitious
principle of "mother-love" in place of the Logos loses all sense of the relationship between a "God the Creator" (Logos or
"Holy Spirit") and the alienated, detemdnate "God of Unchanging Law and Order," the latter the alienated patria potestas
of the liturgical Trinity. Cf. "Beyond Psychoanalysis," pp. 74-76.
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74. Essence..., p. XXXIV.

75. Ibid., Chap. IV.

76. Cf. Karl Kautsky, The Foundations of Christisnlty; Abraham Leon, The Jewish Question. Kautsky's one truly important
contribution, reminding us of Rosa Luxemburg's penetrating observation, that his perception improves in direct proportion to
number of past centuries intervening between him and his subject-matter of the moment. Despite some jarring notes of
orthodox mechanistic "Marxist-Leninist" economic theory, the work of 26-year old Leon is a remarkable masterpiece, which
no defender of "Jewish cultural nationalism" has even attempted to rebut by any other means than invective. This writer's
own analysis of the evolution from Egyptian-Mesopotamian "hydraulic" into Hellenic cultures, and Hellenic cultures'
supersession by feudalism and then capitalism provide the "political economic" context in which Leon's situation of the
"Jewish Question" becomes the only rational view.

Although A.D. Judaism is an outgrowth of the development of Christianity (e.g., the first such rabbi, Philo of Alexandria),
there was a preceding Hebrew faith of sorts, elements of which were syncretically assimilated in the successive phases of
manufacture of post-Philo Judaism. The earlier, Hebrew doctrine is itself a syncretic hodge-podge of chiefly Mesopotamian
legends. Rabbi Ezra, the author of the fictional personality of Moses, is exemplary of the circumstances and content of
Hebrew doctrine -- a creation of Achaemenid protection and edict. Ezra's Persian version of Hebrewism was, in turn,
significantly influenced by an earlier, pre-Pentateuch version created in conformity with Babylonian edicts. In general, as
Leon adequately develops the case, the doctrine of secular Zionism is entirely a Twentieth Century fabrication, owing more to
the Russian Czar and (later) Hitler and to U.S.S.R. and U.S.A. political support than Ezra, Philo, et al. From Ezra onwards,
and even before, Hebrewism was an assimilationist doctrine developed to provide special juridical status (and ideological
self-image) for a caste of merchant-userers within a pre-capitalist society.

However, despite the hysterical imbecility of the Zionist "pihpul" claim to an historic, pre 20th century, God-given title to
Palestine, there is a 20th century Jewish Palestinian state, whose formal real estate title dates (with Soviet "title insurance"
included) from the immediate post-war period. (Juridically, the Jews had a far more substantial claim to Poland and
LithllAma, which puts an ironical aspect on Stalin's endorsement of their title to Palestine!) The existence of a Jewish
population in Palestine is not justified by anything but the 20th century actual origins of that fact.

Such considerations are only necessary context for our working point here: Since Christianity and Judaism are,
phenomenally, the characteristic religious expressions of capitalist ideology, do the differentia of Judaism therefore
invalidate the comprehensiveness of a christianity-based clinical study of capitalist ideology? Although a systematic anthro-
pological study of specifically Jewish delusions has unquestioned merit and even some urgency -- for other reasons, it is
unnecessary to regard such a study as essential to the theses of this paper. For reasons already implicit in Leon's book,
Judaism is not a true religion, but only a half-religion, a curious appendage and sub-species of Christianity. In this sense, as
Charlemagne keeps his herd of protected Jews as" slaves of the treasury," Christianity has regarded the Jewish religion as the
imperfect, special form of Christianity -- e.g., a kind of theological "cultural relativism" for one's slaves -- and secular
Christianity has always regarded the Jew as "our Jews," a principle continued in U.S.A. and Israeli policy respecting the
fief-State of Israel! This relationship does more than express Christian prejudice; it is the secret of Judaism itself. Judaism is
ideological abstract ion of the seoll_ llfe of Christianity's Sew, the Roman merchant-userer who had not yet evolved to the
state of Papal enlightenment, a half-Christian, who had not developed a Christian conscience, etc. Judaism is the religion of a
caste of subjects of Christianity, entirely molded by ingenious rabbis to fit into the ideological and secular life of Christianity.
In short, a self-subsisting Judaism never existed and never could exist. As for "Jewish culture" otherwise, it is merely the
residue left to the Jewish home after everything saleable has been marketed to the Goyim.

[Contrary systematic views on this special subject will be entertained for review by the editors.]

77. "Beyond Psychoanalysis," pp. 87-89.

78. Marx's "dirty-Judaical" is emphasized here both to underline the characterization of Feuerbach's lapse in the "Theses," and
to emphasize the epistemological significance of the infantile object-elation of the devoutly-alienated religious Jew. The
significance of the brutally-sadistic moral castration of the Jewish bey by the domineering "Jewish mother" is the basis for
one of the most horrifying models of male sex_la! impotence, which expresses itself obsessively in the "business Jew." He
suffers a hideous sense of secret Worthlessness which would be revealed without power over the fixed object in its (fetish-
istic) commodity-form.

79. In the course of translating theoretical works from English and German (especially) into Greek, French, Italian, and Spanish,
the Labor Committees have been sharply confronted by the intrinsic conceptual of (especially) Greek, French, and Spanish.
Study of these problems emphasize the content as well as the historic importance of Renaissance humanist writers from
Petrarch to Rabelais. Not only is sixteenth century French a Gargantuan advance over that of a century earlier, but it is also an
advance, in syntactical modes, over modern French. A similar case has been made for the Spanish of Cervantes.

To express rigorous epistemological notions and their derivatives in modem Greek, it is necessary to import the means for
this from ancient Greek! Unless one returns to the sixteenth century modes, it is either impossible or awkwardly bulky to
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expressrigorousepistemologicalconceptionsinFrench.Spanish,revealinglyenough,hasno built-innotionofactual"self-
consciousness,"andingeneral,thelanguage'srelativelyenormousbasicvocabularyofeducatedspeechreflectsalossofthe
capacitytoexpresscategoricalconceptionsofthekindreadilyformulatedinEnglishor German.
InthecaseofFrench,thedegenerationofthelanguage,tothe imbecilityof philosophical"structuralism,"has been

correlatedwiththatnationalcultoflinguisticdeathcalled"The Immortals,"butisobviouslymore deeplyconnectedtothe
peasant/urbanpetit-bourgeoisideologyof stagnatingFrenchculturegenerally,a decaywhichacceleratedfollowingthe
overthrowoftheParisCommune. InthecaseofSpanish,peasant/petit-bourgeoisbackwardnessandculturalstagnationare
key tothe emphasison sense-certainty"literality."
AlthoughEnglishhasbeenconstantlythreatenedwithsimilardegeneration,bothfromthepatheticgrammarianadmirers

oftheFrench"Immortals"and from "slang,"the vigorof thematerialculturehas been thebasisforan unconscious
humanism,a constantsourceofenlargementofthelanguage'sconceptualpotentialities.The caseof German has been
well-studied.Itisonlyduringthepasthalf-centurythatGerman hastendedtodecay,undertheinfluenceofexistentialist
(e.g.,proto-fascistand fascist)movements and the acceleratinghegemony of empiricism.The Englishlanguagehas
finally--inthepasttwodecades--succumbedtothecorrosiveinfluenceofendemic"anti-intellectualism,"exhibitedinthe
most extremeform by thespreadofjargonfromthe syphiliticpustulesofthe Rock-countercultureilliterates.
The remedyfortheFrenchand SpanishproblemistoemulatetheRenaissance,usingimportantscientificwritingsasthe

activityofmakingnecessaryrevolutionsinthevocabularyand "syntacticalmodes." The LaborCommitteesarealready
engaged infurtheringsuchself-consciouseffortsas correlativeof ourgeneraleducationalwork.

80.Essence...,pp. 72-73.

81. Ibid.

82. T.B. Macaulay, History of England, Vol. I.

83. E.G., the wild speculation of Ranke, in part credulo-.q!y adopted by Freud {Moses and Monotheism).

84. CL Section 5, Part II, The Case of Ludwig Feuerbach by L. Marcus in the January 1974 Campaigner.
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In the last phase of decay of the rotting Ancient measure whose only "successful" outcome could be
Roman Empire, the capital was moved to Constanti- the complete demoralization of existing working class
nople. In a brutal touch of historical irony, the decay of forces, and thus the preconditions for the establishment
the post-war U.S. Dollar Empire has now advanced to of outright fascist bestiality.
the point that the capital of the collapsing system is
being shifted from the political shambles of Washing- In deed, the Social-Democratic and Communist
ton toward the ridiculous little town of Bonn under the spokesmen for this farce seem astonishingly sensible of
even more ridiculous leadership of a Social-Democratic just such an historical mission. According to some of
posturer, West German Chancellor Willy Brandt. To the contemporary spokesmen for the economic and
make the farce more cruel and more complete, the chief labor programs of the Brandt-Brezhnev coalition, the
laches of the dying capitalist imperium are none but reason for the rise of Adolf Hitler in 1933 was the
the leaders of the Soviet state, failure of the Weimar Republic to resolutely adopt and

enforce the fascist economic and anti-labor program of
As we show in the analytical section of this program- Hjalmar Schacht as social-democratic pollcyl Brandt,

matic statement, the emergence of the Brandt-Brezh- whose German policy is directed to the reconstitution of
hey coalition has a twofold interconnected significance, a single Weimar Republic (as the BRD and DDR
Like the decay of Rome on which the destiny of contem- become indistinguishable in depravity), proposes to
porary imperialism is modelled, this Constantinople face the challenge his former Weimar predecessors
period is the outgrowth of a deepening general collapse "evaded." Brandt, with the strong support of the
of the system itself. Like the new regime of the Soviet leadership, proposes to prevent the capitalists
Emperor Constantine, the Brandt-Brezhnev coalition is from wishing to call in the fascists; Brandt wishes to
not the harbinger of new glories, but a mere prelude to save the new Weimar Republic by avoiding the "mis-
the spread of starvation, plague and barbarian depre- takes" of the Weimar past; Brandt is proposing the
dations. The new "Popular Front" of Social-Demo- rapid assimilation of Schacht's fascist economic and
crats, Communist parties, assorted capitalist factions anti-labor measures by the Social-Democratic-Com-
m and the trash of the small Left • is an interim munist alliance -- to appease the enraged capitalistsl
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It won't succeed. On the contrary, such fascist and circumstances of intensifying radicalization throughout
proto-fascistcorporativistmeasuresasMitbestimmung, potential political working class social forces. We
Partlelpation, Quality of Life, etc., merely accelerate understand that not only in general terms, but also
the dismemberment of existing working-class institu- concretely, and we are focussed on making the most of
tions and otherwise improve the opportunities for the that tactical advantage.
inevitable fascist barbarian hordes to come.

Secondly, we are the only internationalist grouping in
What can stop this betrayal? What can prevent the existence, the only socialist organization organized and

ensuing fascist victory and holocaust? The world Social- committed to deploy our forces in a coordinated inter-
Democracy?- a Social-Democracy now rapidly assim- national way. The other groups in existence, to the
ilating an outright fascist economic and social program extent they pretend to be internationalist in their
of "reforms"? The Communist parties?- the chief literary postures, are merely poorly-coordinated con-
supporters and left border-guards of the Social-Democ- federations of national-chauvinist groupings.
racy? The so-caUed "Trotskyists," who have made
"Trotskyism" a rallying-cry for the application of Thirdly, we have assimilated all the theoretical and

sexual impotence to the domain of politics? The other professional qualifications actually developed by
Maoists, whose mindless-action-not-program con- the preceding century of socialist history, and have
verges increasingly upon the purgative mythos of added tothisnew, potentially-terriblepolitical weapons
Mussolini's Blackshirts? Where is there even a tiny based on new discoveries into the lawful processes of
kernel of organized forces to mobilize resistance to this the human mind. We are rapidly developing political
threat of holocaust? combat qualifications enormously beyond anything

which might have been imagined by any socialist
The International Caucus of Labour Committees? organization before us, and we fully intend to use these

The idea is ridiculous, is it not? Concede that the new political weapons to maximum effect.
U.S.A.'s Labor Committee organization has swept

rapidly past the North American Communist and "Trot- Fourthly, we have determined to a high degree of
skyist" groupings to become overwhelmingly the rap- exactness the precise policy tasks of the working-class
idly-growing Left-hegemonic force in that sectorI Con- assumption of total power in this decade, and have a
cede even that the recent developments in Europe quality of ruthlessness such as can be maintained only
portend an even more rapid explosion of Labor Com- by an organization commanding such scientific cer-
mittee growth on that continent. Can the ICLC reach a tainty of its tactical and strategical objectives.
position of such Left hegemony in merely a few years

that is could lead a world socialist transformation within We do not attempt in this following statement to
the present decade? Is the very thought ridiculous? By restate all of the essential points we have already made
no means. We know precisely how to manage sufficient with sufficient clarity in other published documents in
growth and to use that growth to win in precisely the circulation. We do not detail here, for example, the
course of the present decade. This programmatic state- policy of socialist expanded development, which we
ment provides a broad outline of our perspective for have adequately elaborated in other locations. We
such work, a general working-guide to both our own concentrate here on mainly two points! Firstly, we
members and to those broader forces being drawn into present our analysis and tactical orientation concerning
collaboration with us. our present effort to disrupt and destroy the Brandt-

Brezhnev "Popular Front" schemes, presenting this
We are absolutely determined to win and we know tactical outlook as the present practical expression of

how to accomplish that victory, our longer-term direct drive toward the assumption of
world power. Secondly, we include in this analysis a

Our qualifications for this undertaking can be briefly more exacting presentation of the conception of the
identified as follows, organizing process, the method through which our daily

work leads directly toward the preconditions for tak-
Firstly, the growth of the Labor Committee as an ing power.

international tendency benefits from the fact that there
is no serious Left "competition." We are the only
alternative existing in what is otherwise a political
vacuum on the Left! The Social-Democracy and the GENERAL ANALYSIS OF THE SITUATION
Communist parties have joined the enemy camp, and
the array of "Trotskyist male impotence" and Maoist For some months now, the worker in the "Free
decortication left outside our own tendency is worse West's" economic-miracle oases has been haunted by
than no alternative at all. an eerie suspicion that what he considered the eternal

world-order is now on the brink of collapse. At regular
Our perspective for rapid growth are immediately intervals now, the monotonous murder-and-rape head-

located in the lack of any serious "competition" under lines in the yellow press are interspersed with really
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horrifying news. Gone are the worker's familiar Bild* It is these figures which are now engraving them-
headlines on the latest taxi driver killing in Hamburg or selves in every worker's mind, pursuing him merci-
Berlin. Every morning, just before the factory gates lessly with the dull awareness that the world is plung-
close behind him and he performs his daily meta- ing into Chaos.
morphosis into a cog or a lever in the assembly line --
every morning the latest news about the currency crisis Like a crash of lightning, these figures obliterate all
pops out at him in obtrusively thick letters: "Dollar Hits the illusions of the past, and out of the depths arise all
New Low Point!", "Gold Price Soars!", "Inflation the fears the working class has felt once before,
Carousel Out of Control!", etc. when--like caged rats despairingly biting one

another- they were driven into a corner...before
While the worker pursues his machine-existence and they were finally slaughtered.

tries to forget his horror, his wife is doing her daily
shopping rounds, and is likewise thrown into a panic. And then, Europe began again; and such an auspi-
Granted, her meager budget was never really big cious beginning it was. The Americans, in the most
enough to provide her family with good grades of meat, costly campaign in history, swept away the entire chaos
fresh fruit and vegetables; but this week you can't even of the old world in 1945. The horrors of German fascism
buy sufficient quantities from those "weekly special were banished, the eternal disputes between the indi-
offers;" eggs or potatoes will just have to do. Inflation vidual powers, such as England and Germany, ren-
is driving prices of the most minimal necessities up to dered impossible in the future, because now there was
dizzying heights. -- Who knows, tomorrow we may not only one power on which all others depended -- the
even be able to afford bread!! U.S.A. Staving off the -horrors of a cannibalistic

Bolshevism in the East never required any great effort;
And even after knocking off work, back between the just a little coaxing from Churchill and Roosevelt, and

four walls of the two-and-a-half-room apartment which Stalin called off the revolutions brewing in Asia,
houses five, this ugly suspicion still doesn't lose its Western Europe and the Balkans.
grip. It was only five years ago that the "national
fathers" could still smile back from the TV set, oozing The path was clear for the beginning of a genuine
confidence. Massacres in the Congo or in Vietnam n "Age of Peace," especially after the Americans had
the usual requisites of the news broadcasts n merely suitably prepared the West European working class.
served to arouse thirst for sensations, and made it From the years 1945-48, the allied occupation forces
easier to change from the day's monotonous machines, used the ideological cover of trying to root out the last
into the squeaking rats of the night, wallowing in their vestiges of fascism to subject the working class of
pornographic nests called bedrooms. Then came the (especially) Germany to a period of horror and dread
boredom. Nothing new came out of the Vietnam war, which in many respects surpassed the time of German
and all the excitement went out of seeing decapitated or fascism. For two years, the glorious liberators from the
mutilated women and children. And then a few months U.S.A. consciously held the population's living stan-
ago, this boredom finally receded from the TV screen, dard at a level comparable to that of Brazil today.
But this time, no new atrocities or still more barbaric Average daily consumption amounted to between 900
massacres flash on the tube; instead, only figures _ and 1100 calories.
cold, irrefutable figures.

It was in this period that the German working class
"On the Frankfurt exchange, the dollar hit a new finally learned to infuse its poverty with a vast dose

record low for the year, 2.2305 D-marks." of self-discipline.

"The consumer price index rose during the month of
April 1973 to 8.2 per cent over the level of the preceding "Ecological Crisis"
year; for a worker's family of four, the index rose by
8.8 per cent. Now the Club of Rome announces the cynical,

terrible capitalist truth: we are in the midst of an
The fatherly, smiling face of Nixon, Brandt, Giscard ecological crisis which if not counteracted will bring a

d'Estaing or Schmidt has changed into a cynical sneer, catastrophic end to human existence within a century.
every month proclaiming that after intensive effort and The capitalist solution proposed by the Club of Rome
tough negotiations, the solution has been found -- a portrays an even more inhuman future the survival
solution no one really believes in, since two days later of some at the expense of all, the relapse into
they reappear...those figures, ever more piercing, barbarism.
inexorable.

The capitalist system knows no other way out. Help-
lessly it is confronted by the increasing depletion of raw

* This daily rag, read by millions of German workers, makes the materials, especially fossil fuels. Helplessly it is con-
New York Daily News seem an intellectual treat -- Ed. fronted by the energy crisis and the pollution of air and

q
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/
water. A real solution to the "ecological crisis" will million people will be victims of the catastrophic
only be brought about by socialist expanded reproduc- drought in Mauritania. In all corners of the Third World
tion, i.e. the constant acceleration of the productivity of the old epidemics are breaking out again: cholera and
labor through constant qualitative expansion of exist- smallpox speed up the death by starvation. It would be
ing technologies, an easy matter for the developed sector to transport

necessary food by ship or by. plane into the disaster
The "solution" on the part of capital is entitled areas, but the decision is a different one: genocide. It is

"zero growth" m Haushalten (housekeeping) under the logical outcome, for the Third World would not be
capitalist conditions (including commodity speculation) what it is if capitalism had not been built from the
based upon existing raw material and energy sources, outset upon the most brutal exploitation of these
Electricity and gasoline, later on other commodities countries.
including food will simply be rationed. Nor will this
exclude the "socialist" states. In East Germany, for Thus it is impossible from the standpoint of capital-
example, much as in a half-developed country such as ism to prevent the starvation of eight million people,
Turkey, electricity has been saved now for years by people who are condemned to first watch their livestock
cutting back on street lighting, perishing in the brutal heat of the scorching plains,

then to watch how their children slowly languish and
Nostalgic people must be rejoicing. The old times are finally die a painful death, ultimately dying themselves

here again when we walked on foot or at most rode of cholera or simply of hunger and thirst- today in the
bicycles for transport, when we went to bed early year 1973.
because of lack of lighting, when the cities at night
would be shrouded in darkness as is Nature's will, and Brutal death is the tribute of the Third World to the
when even bread and water were highly valued things, ruined capitalist monster. In the developed sector the

monster kills more slowly by demanding an always
Meanwhile, grain speculation has taken on such increasing tribute from the working class. This tribute

drastic forms that bakers in Naples recently decided represents the actual possibility of future social devel-
that at the existing grain prices they could not afford to opment as expanded reproduction. Capitalism destroys
bake their bread. They would have not been able to sell the productive working class.
without taking significant losses. Thus for a period of
days there was no bread in Naples. The uprising that For the average worker qualitatively sufficient nour-
occurred as a result was organized around one single ishment has never been realized. The terrifying thing,
demand, the demand for bread, however, is that this miserable level of subsistence in

Europe has already been declining for many years m in
Such acute shortages of basic commodities will be- England by twenty per cent since 1966. Consumption of

come an increasingly familiar phenomenon in the meat in Europe is up to fifty per cent less than in the
coming years. The analysis of the development of United States, and even there the spiralling meat prices
commodity speculation points up a terrifying prognosis, are making headlines everywhere.
especially with regards to various types of food. Wheat
will be unloaded into the ocean and cows which might A similar process of decline can be observed with
otherwise provide milk will be slaughtered by the thou- respect to housing. In France construction of housing
sands rather than providing for an even partially ade- has been stagnating for the past ten years; in West
quate supply of bread and milk for the world's popula- Germany, Italy and England it has declined by twenty
tion. "The planet in crisis" does not come close to to twenty-five per cent. This translates into an immense
meeting such basic needs, lack of housing, and immensely high rents, not to

mention the quality of existing housing. More and more
Mankind today finds itself in a situation analogous to often one reads that somewhere an old building has

that of the seventeenty century, the time of the Thirty collapsed, burying people in the rubble. A working-
Years War. Plundering and looting hordes, the armies class family may indeed consider itself lucky if in some
with their auxiliaries three times their own size roamed silo-like apartment building with paper-thin walls they
through the countryside spreading terror and destruc- manage to get a two-and-a-half room apartment for five
tion. Everybody lived by plundering and killing, living persons in order to vegetate in their numbed existence.
off the war and even off the flesh of each other. People
who had not already starved to death among those Inflation eats more and more into the wages of the
thirty per cent of all human beings at the time who were European worker which in comparison to the United
destroyed by the Plague. Feudalism had reached its States are already at an incredibly low level. Life in
final phase and this phase was genocide, narrow living quarters, shortages of all kinds and hard

physical labor leave no room for even the possibility of
Today capitalism, at that time the savior of the any kind of qualitative development of labor powers.

human race, has reached its end; people speak of eco- The training of apprentices in West Germany is the
logical crisis, and again the solution is genocide. Eight crassest example of what capitalist education actually
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amounts to. It is no education at all, but torture ful- dentally they are the force of the worldwide spiritual
filling essentially two functions: first, integration of the depression of humanity in the period of the great
young man or woman into the sado-masochistic appara- capitalist "ecology crisis," the depression which is also
tus of the white-collar-blue-collar apprentice hierarchy; recorded in the continually rising suicide rate both in
and seocndly, incredible exploitation as evidenced by the advanced and underdeveloped sectors.
the fact that apprentices performing the same type of
labor as older workers are rewarded with only a Within worldwide capitalism this process of material
pittance, mere pocket money, and social decay can only accelerate. The socialist

countries in Eastern Europe do not have the slightest
Qualified skilled labor is dying out. While, for chance of holding back this process or extricating

example, in Italy forty-four per cent of middle-aged themselves from it. On the contrary. The Soviet Union
workers represent skilled labor, only thirty-two per cent will strangle its masses in the capitalist world market so
of workers between the ages of twenty-one and thirty that not even with their own energy can they reach the
fall into that category. The possibilities of getting an technical level of the ruined U.S. economy -- the
education at the various different educational institu- minimal conditions for a human existence among Soviet
tions are onthe decrease both relatively and absolutely, citizens. Exactly at the moment when the decay of the
not to mention the actual quality of education. The capitalist West is evident to everyone in its total hope-
average schooling time has stagnated since the lessness, at that point the Soviet Union finds itself
1950's -- in the United Kingdom at a level of nine and compelled to of its own will step into the morass of the
a half years, in France at five years and in Italy at an capitalist economy. The only alternative to this decision
incredible three years, is the socialist world revolution, and this the Soviet

bureaucracy wants to avoid at any cost.
By means of this systematic dequalification capital-

ism itself produces the decline of the productivity of Economic Basis
labor and compensates for this through the massive
import and recycling of peasant labor -- the so-called With the Bretton Woods Agreement in 1944 a period
Gastarbeiter, human beings being used up much like of apparent prosperity was ushered in by the capitalist
the Fremdarbelter of the Third Reich. The Gastarbeiter class for the last time in the history of human society.
are the first ten million victims of the recycling of
human beings in Europe: what is happening to them All serious disputes between various capitalist rivals,
today is a terrible preview of a fascist future. Fascism is disputes which previously were so often the source of
the only possible future perspective of capitalism, strife, were now made impossible, for henceforth there

_r Fascism means that one day within the next ten or were not more rivals. There was only one power, the
fifteen years McNamara's recent comment on the U.S.A., which could finally set to work, unhindered, to
situation of the Brazilian working class will hold for all grant true freedom to most of the world's people -- in
of Europe: "The next generation in Brazil will no longer the form of dollarsl
be able to work."

In order to be certain that their efforts at building the
The human race is literally being torn to pieces by the "Free West" were not disturbed, they first prepared

capitalist monster. Like feudalism's death-agonyin the the Western European working class, particularly in
seventeenth century, the existing misery not only kills West Germany and with particular methods, to make
people but actually banishes everything that defines them receptive to the freedom of the dollar. The
human existence from the consciousness of the tortured Marshall Plan and the sanctimonious aid organizations
creature who has to depend upon pillage, murder and like CRALOG and CARE had to appear to everyone as
treason in order to survive m increasingly the case for charity, after the same "benefactors" had consciously
the black ghetto population in the United States, the let the European working class vegetate at a level of
starving peoples of the Third World and the petty existence comparable to that in present-day Brazil.
criminals and prostitutes of the underworld and the
miserable quarters of the large European cities today. Compared to the total standstill of industrial produc-

tion in the first twelve to eighteen months after the
war's end -- in the summer of 1945 most factories in

Consciousness of a human society and the possibility Germany were closed, not because of technical and
of continued existence suffocates in the morass of social organizational difficulties but by orders of the Allies,
misery. The philosophy of this poverty is anarchism, particularly the Americans -- there naturally occurred
and worship of the irrational, Far-Eastern meditation, a real growth of production in the next years.
Lack of feeling and compassion is the only thing that
can make tolerable a world that is not understood. But for what?
Nostalgia for the past, cruelty, absurdity, indiffer-
ence -- these are the key thoughts of Andreas Gry- For the working class. Because after a certain point
phius, the poet of the Thirty Years War. Not acci- slaves that are not fed become worthless. In the fifties
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houses were built, there was more to eat again, and private American capital were further extended by the
soon some sort of car too. EEC; there Ford could move just as freely and feel just

as at home as in the U.S.A. The enormous increase in

The image of German cities, neglected during the American private investment in Europe in the 1960's
war, changed after years of hard and stubborn work. represented merely a variant of this system. The fact
Out of the soot and ashes grew the gleaming facades of that the whole world was plundered under the guise of
so-called modern civilization, drenched in glistening economic reconstruction, in order to balance the books
neon light, office buildings, department stores, banks, of bankers in New York did not change in the slightest.
office buildings, banks .... etc.

For two decades the books really did balance. For
Those who had to create this "wealth" were so every dollar you owned you could, with an easy con-

completely and utterly dazzled by these lights that they science, imagine a solid pile of real wealth to which you
mistook the ever-slower beat of their pulse for comfort; had title.
they did not notice that their blood was inexorably
being drained off. Faith in the dollar was complete, and rightly so.

Those few others whose raison d'etre as bourgeois It seemed that capitalist wealth would grow ad infl-
had really blossomed under fascism could sun them- nitum, or at least so long as it was possible for the i
selves in this light, for the sucked-out blood of the government to maintain, with certain ostensible con- i
working class was their elixir vitae, cessions, the illusions of the working class m above all, _

the illusion that they lived in a democracy, in freedom.
The center of the capitalist world was Washington, _

where political power was organized to exact the tribute During these happy two hundred years the morning
to the world-ruling dollar credit system. That was the perusal of his newspaper could only strengthen the

I Golden Age of the dollar empire; it didn't even last a bourgeois's feeling of satisfaction and optimism. He
quarter century, a pitiful shadow of the two centuries of could rely on his statesmen and their political parties.
the Roman Empire. Every four years the people had the opportunity to

express an opinion about these statesmen. And the
At first dollars streamed by the billions to Europe people thanked them for the self-sacrificing service

and the rest of the world, as official government credit, they performed for the working class. Hadn't Adenaur
In primitive accumulation, particularly against the and Erhard led the West German working class out of
Western European working class, they found the social the misery of the war and the allied occupation? Hadn't
wealth which their owners in Washington demanded, they given everyone an equal chance in 1949, with the
Of course the workers in the BRD (West Germany) orin 40 Deutschemarks of the currency reform?! Hadn't
France received wages -- in a few years higher indeed they transformed the ragged women amidst the wreck-
than those of a foreign worker in the Third Reich -- but age of 1945 into smartly dressed housewives by 19607
they received no means of consumption with which they -- into women who no longer needed to degrade
could have realized a human standard of living. They themselves breaking stones, who now, as they
were kept in their place, so that they could function as scrubbed the steps of their new private homes on their
accessories to an assembly line. That part of their knees all day Sunday, really had the feeling of being
necessary standard of living which could have made worth something, of giving themselves and their
them human was withheld, because on the dollars there families some significance through their activity?
were numbers whose equivalent in real value their
owners demanded, completelylegally, and received, too. When the point was reached in Europe at which

further expansion of production of social wealth threat-
Dollar credit financed the export of high-grade ened the value of existing capitalist capital, and pro-

capital goods from the American economy to capital duction was carried out with more and more deficit
goods producers in Western Europe, where at greatly financing from the state, then the sleepless nights of
reduced labor costs the capital goods necessary for the these formerly so complacent bankers began. They
efficient extraction of raw materials and basic corn- looked desperately for a spot on the planet whose riches
modities from the Third World were in turn produced, could help them out of their fix. But they found nothing
In thus financing Europe's role as capital goods because nothing remained; a few hundred years of
supplier to the Third World, U.S. capital was able to capitalism had already virtually devastated everything,
realize enormous profits on the reduced costs of particularly Asia, Africa, and Latin America.
imports from the underdeveloped sector.

In 1967 the first harbinger of the chaos of 1973
The fact that the expansion of production in the exploded into this idyll of bourgeois democracy. The

U.S.A. had already come up against the limits of the bourgeois tried to pull his head out of the noose of iUi-
credit system represented no essential difficulty. The quidity, at least in the short run. Though he's been in
political preconditions for the massive expansion of general quite good-natured up until then, at least
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towards himself, he came up with a gimmick that in the their children were also to be educated in modern
long run was extremely self-destructive: speculation, schools and their entire families were to receive the

quickest and most modern health care whenever
The first victim, the Bank of England, in November, necessary. With this self-sacrificing program the bour-

1967, wasn't really taken seriously by anyone. But geoisie had the greatest success through the 1960's,
every time that the central banks' credit policy reached especially in Western Europe. But how shabbily they
a critical point- either when further expansion of were thanked for it!
credit brought on the danger of runaway inflation, or
when drastic deflation nearly caused the collapse of the The smallest crisis, and their trusted statesmen and
whole economy -- the destructive game was repeated, politicians leave them in the lurch! Alas, when the
In the successive waves of speculation no central bank bourgeoisie, after long years of concessions, insists for
was spared. It was only after four years of this that the once on its rights, it experiences only disappointment.
bourgeoisie could bring itself to make public the fact
that all their talk of the prosperity of the "Free World" All that they've demanded since 1967 -- at first
of the West had been a bare lie from the beginning. On timorously and gradually, since that memorable Au-
August 15, 1971, Nixon freed the dollar from gold con- gust, somewhat forcibly -- is that now the workers
vertibility; that is, he declared that the basis for confi- make some concessions too, for once; that now the
dence in the whole capitalist economy no longer governments and the "parties of the people" make
existed. The pretense of dollar stability was exposed as clear efforts to help save the value of the country. The
completely unreal, bourgeoisie can't do it alone.

The working class grasped relatively quickly that the In those first years it was stiU understandable if not
time of peaceful illusions was past. May, 1968 in every politician was equally able to deal with the new
France, the Hot Autumn of 1969 in Italy, and the problems. As good intentions as many a government
wildcat strikes of September 1969 in West Germany leader or economic minister might have had, the
were the beginnings of the mass strike movement, that working class didn't let itself be talked into suicide
in this decade can forcibly destroy the illusions of the quite so easily. In Italy fifteen different government
bourgeoisie about their future, coalitions shattered in as many months. By the end of

1972 all traditional bourgeois-democratic regimes of
Only the Left, for all the vastness of the student Western Europe- Holland, Belgium, France, West

movement and the zoological abundance of its comical Germany, etc. -- were forced to confess their incom-
descendants, has not grasped the fact that Nixon has petence and resign.
snuffed out its chimera too. The Left is still mounting
attacks on its pipe dream of gruesome imperialism, But there are no more excuses. There had been
without sense of understanding, always in a vacuum or enough time to figure out what to do. Understanding
amidst the billy-clubs of the police, generally ceases when certain gentlemen don't even

show their intention of helping the bourgeoisie in its
Since 1967 the bourgeois awakens every morning time of need, but think only of their own political skins.

feeling only the terror that he no longer has any

certainty, even if yesterday's old faces still smirk at him The men in the banks and stock exchanges haven't
from the newspapers, even if a new leer presents itself had a restful night in months. They have been con-
to assure him that here is finally someone who will help stantly racking their brains trying to figure out how,
him get his due. What has become of these poor, using any conceivable dodge, they can save the life's
tormented men of finance? How, above all, have the blood of our civilization. During the day they don't find
statesmen and political parties repaid them for being a moment's rest as they run from two telephones here
over the years the most careful guardians of the demo- to three others there, trying to get hold of gold bullion
cratic order? on the London Exchange for as little money as possible,

so that they don't have to sell it at too high a price to the
These men, publicly so modest and inconspicuous, dentists (who in that case could no longer give their

gave everything in the first post-war decade. To their patients the best possible care).
workers, they gave job security with countless social
benefits which a worker of a hundred years ago couldn't They are, of course, concerned with the material
even have allowed himself to dream about cheap well-being of the worker. They try to be the first at the
factory housing, cheap canteen meals, and once every Melbourne Wool Exchange, so that workers in West
month a free package of the concern's product worth Germany can still afford wool socks despite the rapid
two-and-a-half-hours' wages. For the state they crip- decline in the supply of sheep. After the catastrophic
pled themselves, paying out everything that they had bad harvests of the last years in North America and
been able to lay by in taxes, because the workers were Western Europe the speculators risk their money and
supposed to enjoy the prosperity of the "Free West" hunt from Tokyo to Chicago and over the whole
not only during the short time of their daily work but European continent just to get their hands on the last
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remnants of grain, rice, or soy beans so that at least of years. Even if he must destroy his own existence,
the North American and Western European working perhaps then he'll at least succeed in finally and abso-
class can stay alive, even if it is already too late to save lutely destroying this insidious enemy, who again and
the workers of India and Brazil. again seems to finally give him some peace, only then

to hit him in the face with the red flag.
And it's exactly in the most important countries that

those responsible don't do the slightest to soften the The bourgeois transforms himself into the loudly
fate of the bourgeoisie. Nixon, in the Autumn of 1972 laughing Mephisto, whose pealing laughter grows
and early 1973, simply refused to demand the neces- louder and never-ending when he sees how the grain
sary sacrifices from the working class. Indeed, because that he just grabbed yesterday, before bread could be
of him the most important meeting "places, the inter- made with it, lies in his warehouse and dries up while
national currency exchanges, were actually closed to the hands that reached for bread are agonzingly pulled
the bourgeoisie for three weeks. In the space of just a back and stiffen with rigor mortis.
few months such treacherous politicians risked all the
gains that the bourgeoisie had achieved through That gives him satisfaction: 400,000,000 hands in
centuries of hard work and which they desperately tried India, 16,000,000 in Mauritania and soon who knows
to safeguard, how many in Europe and North America.

Is it any wonder if the bourgeois folds up his news- Up until now the bourgeois has only savored the
paper one morning, disappointed and embittered, beginnings of his own sadism. Now, there is no way
because once again he's had to read that the govern- back for him. He wants chaos. Without socialist trans-
ment somewhere okayed a ten per cent wage increase? formation in this decade, he will give us fascist
Is it any wonder if he slowly begins to think whether holocaust.
things wouldn't go just as well without this miserable
pack of ingrates in Parliament who trample all over Ideology
everything you give them? Is it any wonder if this
bourgeois remembers certain institutions, like perhaps The Social Democracy is raising the hatchet and the
the CIA, and considers whether they might not be able working class is baring its neck for the chopping block.
to help him more?!! The relative ease with which Schachtian economic

programs and corporativist forms are being introduced
And there he discovers what he has really always in Europe cannot be ascribed only to the backing they

known about himself. The unbridled anger which wells receive from the Communist parties and trade unions.
up in him is really nothing new to him. For hundreds What ultimately determines the susceptibility of the
of years, for as long as he's lived, he has fanatically working class to anti-working class policy is the left
loved and simultaneously hated his objects and poses- credibility of its ideological packaging, which in turn
sions. He was always ready to destroy whomever facilitates the CPs in their role as its chief merchan-
disputed his right to those objects without a qualm. So dizers. Bourgeois ideology chains the mind of the
it is this time, too. working class to its illusions, blinding workers to their

reality, making them tolerate the intolerable and
The truth about the dollar is out: it doesn't exist, call it militancy.

But that only increases his hate, his anger, his rage. The Italian worker protests: this could never happen
His formerly tormented features congeal in a cynical to him[ Maybe it's true of German workers, he says.
sneer, like that of a vulture who sits on a branch and They, after all, lack his class consciousness, his history
waits for prey. With maniacal determination he rushes of struggle and his shop-fioor militancy. But the
from currency exchange to currency exchange, from the Italian? Why, he's different7 Different from the Get-
gold market in London to the beef slaughter houses in man, different from the French and the English too. He
Chicago, from the grain exchange in Hamburg to the feels he is quite another speciesl
art market for old icons in London, and staking out a
claim to anything that looks as if it might lend a Yet, in Italy the Social Democratic program was
semblance of life again, actually forged not by the center-left government but

by the CP-led trade union league which cunningly
He no longer concerns himself with his cohorts. On played on the deep-rooted, alienated sense of self of the

the contrary. The more fatal blows he is able to deliver average worker. In Italy what informs the identity of the
this time, the less dispute there'll be from the others individual is not primarily his trade union or political
next time over his right to the plunder that remains. He party affiliation, but his ties to his place of birth: every
means to survive, even if it kills him. Italian is first a Neopolitan or Milanese, a southerner or

northerner, then an Italian. The belief that each region
But he encounters someone else. who has inspired has its particular characteristics, that northerners work

panicky fear in him over and over again, for hundreds hard, that southerners are chronically lazy, etc., func-
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tions to justify and perpetuate relative degrees of back- Cp. It is the moving force behind a history of political
wardness actually caused by the manner in which impotence R impotence to face the glaring ugly reality
capitalist development of Europe has taken place, that Mama CP is lifting her skirt to a bourgeois gentle-
Southern Italy, like southern Europe as a whole, has man. This is the psychology of the impotent militant
been raped of its agricultural potential and workforce to worker who hysterically affirms his virility by running
feed northern Italian and European industry. Ideology around and around in anarcho-syndicalist circles in his
masks this intolerable reality of primitive accumulation own little world, the factory.
with "southern laziness."

Chauvinism, in this larger sense, is nothing but
Proverbs abound in Italian to this effect: in Milan impotence glorified by ideology. The chauvinist is

people work hard; the Turinese are two-faced but nothing but the impotent individual who, faced with the
polite; southerners know how to live, but don't like to Herculean task of overcoming the cultural and material
work, etc. Despite the nuances inevitably lost in trans- misery of the Italian "boom," despairs of controlling
lation out of the local dialect, the message is clear: the whole processes and thus chngs, frantically to what tiny
Italian worker has no identity as such, but is a discrete piece of wretchedness is undeniably his -- his factory,
chauvinist point on a geographical chart, a mere cipher his department, his work squad. He turns against this
clinging for his identity (and this is the meaning of the objectification of himself and militantly acts out the
term campanllismo) to the bell-tower of his village anarcho-syndicalistcomedy, throwing a tantrum against
church. That is the alienated self-conception which has his very own capitalist boss. Like his German counter-
tolerated, justified and perpetuated the intolerable part, he identifies with his firm not to look after its
reality of Italy -- a country raped by capitalist accumu- interests, but to raise hell, fare easino against the local
lation, bled of its agricultural labor-force in the south to boss. In mass strike periods the collective tantrum
feed decaying industrial plants in northern Italy and directed by the factory councils takes the form of
northern Europe with wandering ex-peasant Gut- factory occupations: "Now nobody can take away my
arbeiter. They all speak their local dialect in eloquent little factory, my own true self!" the workers cry.

testimony to abysmal educational levels and liter- In 1920 Italian industrial workers, organized in the
acy rdtes, factory councils theorized by Antonio Gramsci, were

The chauvinist says the 10,000 dialects are a sign of caught up in the mass strike process sweeping through
cultural wealth, not misery. But this chauvinism is post-war Europe. Militantly they seized the means of
simply a mask for the embarrassing disease of impo- production as Gramsci saw them situated in the single
tence. And impotent men are not born, but made factory, and occupied the plants physically. Locking
that way. themselves inside the engine room of industry, they ran

production for the capitalist bosses biding their time
So-called human relationships in the Italian family outside. Southern peasants aching to join the "revo-

put a clamp on creativity soon after birth. The op- lution" were held back from occupying the land by their
pressed mother lives out a degraded existence as guardian union leaders and were picked off by the
housewife, worker or cleaning woman R a donna a ore fascists instead. War veterans and other unemployed
who measures out her degradation scrubbing by the were treated as foreigners until they found a national
hour. She acquiesces to her husband's infidelity to identity offered by the fascist goon squads. The class
allow him the illusion of manliness in another woman's conscious factory workers had no time for such intru-
bed. Rendered impotent to love by oppression and her sions; they preferred to lock themselves inside the
husband's weaknesses, she addresses her frustrations stinking bathroom and militantly guard the pot m con-
to her son, suffocating his humanity in material anxi- stipated, impotent and scared. All that remained for the
eties and caramel candies. She wraps him in her skirt fascists to do was pull the chain and flush them away.
and tells him to be a man, to hide his fear and Papa and
the world under a mask of virility. Thus the little Latin After twenty years of fascist misery, tolerated as the
Lover grows up a devotee of Catholic schizophrenia, recovery of national pride and dignity of autarky, the
viewing the awesome woman figure as saint and whore Italian workers organized the glorious anti-fascist
at once. Sexual initiation by way of the chambermaid or coalition resistance. Allying against fascism, the pop-
streetcorner prostitute is his confirmation rite to the ular front coalition sacrificed man and the revolution to
faith; running away two days and nights with his deliver itself from Mussolini into the clutches of Ameri-
15-year-old counterpart is the act of virility that wins can imperialism. That was the finest hour of Italian
him the right to marry. This is the Latin Lover, the workers' internationalism. And the PCI has never for-
impotent little man who locates his humanity in gotten it. Nor has the PCI forgotten what a close call it
strutting from one bed to another, effectively multi- had -- how it had to wheel and deal to snatch the guns
plying relationships to the hybrid whore-saint woman from the hands of ingenuous partisans who wanted
he seeks to destroy, revolution.

The entire militant Italian left has this neurotic love- This time no such risks will be taken. The myths of
hate relationship with Mama _ the Church and the 1920 and of the resistance have been rolled into one



sacrificial rite. Northern industrial workers will not go it Powerful Men masks and invite the Italian working
alone, allowing their backward chauvinism to exclude masses to celebrate their impotence at the "commun-
the southerners; and the popular front alliance will not ist" country fair. The party seizes on the summertime
be a temporary fighting formation, but a true working to turn Italy into a macabre fairground with festivities
relationship. Italian workers will unite -- to fall in every town and province where it urges workers to
all together, drink up, make merry and celebrate the pathos of lost

struggles and sacrifices. Like their comrades staging
They will unite, CGIL union leader and PCI member the East Berlin Youth Festival, they preach solidarity.

Luciano Lama stated in his "global proposal" to the Drink Bulgarian wine and cry victory for the sell-out
new center-left government, in a "policy of alliances" defeats in Spain, Vietnam, Greece. Drink your local
including some "small businessmen." They will wine and remember the glorious anti-fascist resistance,
broaden their sphere of factory hell-raising to make a the Popular Front that delivered you to post-war
"social struggle" against the civil set'eice sector as a capitalist looting.
way of "improving the quality of life." Northern
workers burdened with the privilege of material well- Drink up: this time the stakes are higher. The
being, will relieve their guilt by bridging the historical martyrs and saints of the past will now be you, stripped
gap between North and South; they will sacrifice their of the glory. Lift your glasses and drink to the angry
privileged wretchedness to their underprivileged little impotent victims of history.
southern brothers.

Ah, sweet sacrifice[ The worker's hope for real
humanity has been crushed by his family, the Church, THE ORGANIZING PROCESS
schools and the PCI. The crisis is making mincemeat of
his institutions and threatening the last scrap of his Bourgeois society has left its members without a
identity. What else can he do, then, but degrade him- chance. It has brutally destroyed whatever human
self still further, make himself an object and define his hope, whatever hope for human love, for a fulfilled life
life activity as the wilful, militant sacrifice of this may have been in them at any point in their lives.
meager self? He has been beaten and whipped by
society all his life; why not lay himself squarely on the It has almost entirely extinguished all hope. It has
operating table for castration? No need for anaesthetic, left people scarred -- but the scars can barely hide the
He's a man. He can castrate himself. Hand the surgeon pain beneath, and only too often they cannot hide it at
the scalpel, all.

He won't be alone. That's the meaning of democracy, Now, that the death agony of this society has set in, --
Christian Democracy. The Church has always said so. the chains of illusion have become brittle. As yet, they
All men are equal in their impotence before the have not been replaced by the chains of fascist terror
superior being, whether Christ or Mussolini. Men must and thus the desperate wish for survival makes hope
be humble, equal, all spitting on material well-being, grow anew. However weak and uncertain, the funda-
Workers are the victims of history, the Church and PC[ mental desire that men encounter each other as men
have always said. They cannot presume to lead and as masters of nature begins to break through in
themselves out of wretchedness, but must humbly bow strikes, in protests, as negation.
to their own backwardness; they must not fight for a
better living standard, for the PCI says that its
corporativism and the Church says it is pride. Sacrifice, The Dead "Old Left"
they say, is the way to self-identity; castration is
being a man. The well-worn phrases employed by the left in

Western Europe in the attempt to buy the allegiance of
"We have to ask for sacrifices," Rumor sobbed in his the working class are a slap in the face of this hope. The

programmatic address. "The government will have to slogans and so-called programs of the various left
tell the country some bitter truths.., we run the risk of organizations merely document the utter inability on
living beyond our means, of irrationally consuming our the part of these members of privileged social layers to
resources." Thus the Brandt of Italy sells austerity to identify the potential human being in the worker, to
Europe's poorest sector, knowing that the impotent turn to this human being to give him a chance to
workers, North and South united in the struggle, will develop.
democratically line up for self-slaughter. Just like
those "different" Germans. The left addresses the proletarian as he is. Bestial-

ized, banal, impotent. The left pretends that it must
And the scared little men of the PCI, born in the 1920 orient towards the existent needs of workers -- needs

anarcho-syndicalist tragedy, educated under fascism that are themselves defined by nothing but the cruel
and excelling in the resistance treachery, adjust their terms of capitalism in decay.
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The left manipulates words which they do not under- Like the lover in a soap-opera they approach the
stand. They say "alienation" and "ideology," but beloved object anxiously trying to hide from him their
comprehend only the obvious, in order then to con- own impotence. Degenerate and insensitive to their
firm it. own problems they cannot cope with and instead idolize

the problems of the worker. They go into the factories
Telling a worker in this period that he is being ex- and coax the worker into listening to their degraded

ploited, that he is made to work harder, and that infla- ideas. Slyly discussing soccer, the boss or bad working
tion is swallowing up his wages, is to act like a priest conditions instead of speaking of the necessity of
who preaches that the world is full of sins. The worker socialist revolution, they actually demonstrate their
who listens to such a left will have to expect a miracle contempt for the worker.
from red flags as do the faithful from the statue
of a saint. Their general lack of success has its obvious reasons.

At no point after World War II has the working class Today, at a time of overall collapse, a deep-rooted
in Western Europe been able to reproduce itself at a existential fear is beginning to break through and is
level demanded of a productive class qualified to shattering the belief that things will remain as they are.
operate the necessary technology of the second half of The stereotyped chatter of the left is losing its credi-
the 20th century. De-qualification of the work force and bility entirely, and the same goes for the leftists who
intensification of labor define only the objective side of presumably stand behind the things they say. Unable to
this process as the accompanying circumstances of comprehend that thought and emotion are inseparable,
capitalist decay, the leftists do not understand that they cannot afford to

banalize any aspect of their lives if they want to be
Much more devastating is the subjective side of this taken seriously as revolutionaries. They have failed to

process of decay in terms of its consequences for the understand that their thought-processes are subject to
individual. The growth of the barbaric principal of "all definite laws, laws they will be able to master only if
against all," latently present in all class-in-itself they constantly impose on themselves the demand of
institutions, is generally furthered by the left through complete self-consciousness.
its support of class-in-itself forms.

Their claim that they are uncompromisingly opposed
That distinction of the capacity for self-conscious to this society cannot be taken seriously, because they

creative thought which constitutes the general practice themselves, their everyday lives in their entirety, are
of the institutions of bourgeois society has reached a proof that they are unwilling to be uncompromising
degree of almost complete bestialization. Individuals towards themselves. As long as they do not explicitly
have systematically been reduced to a state in which recognize the sado-masochistic character of their own
their whole thinking and feeling is nothing but a social relations as a problem, failing to locate it as the
reaction to objects (things). real basis of ideology, precisely to that extent will they

be unable to transcend the problem and to destroy the
Schemas, cliches, and precise repetition mechanisms workers' ideology.

enslave the civil servant much as they enslave the
worker and have long since reduced the dream of
human freedom to a cruel mockery. Barely scratching the surface of ideology, they are

condemning advertisement and the illusion of the
Love has degenerated into pornography. Text and "public welfare recipient" state- things that have

pictures of BRD family magazines represent what con- long ago lost all significance. To heal the patient the
stitute the defined actual needs of the working class, doctor to clean out the wound, must drain the pus
The woman has been totally degraded to an object and and get to the source of the infection. The real putrid
is capable of no more than satisfying a degraded man. matter that clogs up the mind are the bestialized social

and sexual relations of people to each other. Men and

As the "capitalists' problems of capitalism" are no women who chase through life constantly presenting
longer a secret even to the naivest Trotskyist, Maoist or themselves as potential bed partners, losing all respect
CPer, there organizations are now taking steps to for themselves and thus necessarily for others as well.
organize the working class.

What is the essential difference between the prosti-

In "Papagallo"-fashion the leftists sneak up on the tute selling herself on the street corner, and the action
worker, bury him under a pile of cheap compliments, of the sales girl in a boutique making herself up into a
always deeply convinced that their victim is in posses- pretty doll, or the leftist reciting his repertiore of
sion of certain natural qualities which they themselves slogans, his girl friend who tries to fit in with that left
are sorely lacking. Let man be helpful, proletarian, image, and the Papagallo on the beach who wants to
and good! look as potent as possible?
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Everyone knows it is impossible to be human -- well unconscious state of irrational feelings and ideas based
then, why not at least be a grade-A beast? And who upon such feelings, then we realize actual human love.
cares if you end up in a cow shed, a pig sty or Expanding love and the self-expanding process of
a chicken-coop? organizing self-consciousness are identical. The con-

scious production of self-consciousness in the other is
The left is trying to organize the working class -- the only form of human love.

and it tries to lure the animals with all kinds of bait.
On this barely-defined basis, the organizing process

The "Trotskyists" say, we want you to control your is still just the abstracted process of Hegel's pure Logos
own stable, and even if the fodder runs out all around as actual infinity. It is ahistorical and without real con-
you, don't worry about it, it is your stable that counts, nection to the objective world. However, the production
The Communist parties say, you know there are rats in of self-consciousness in the working class is the pre-
your stable and they are stealing your fodder -- but condition for its existence as a productive class which
you should co-determine whom it is stolen from. can organize expanded socialist reproduction.

The "Maoists" say, the stable is the real thing and Expanded socialist reproduction as the expression of
whoever is not in it yet should get in it fast. the self-consciousness of the working class represents,

through the totality of its products, the sensuous
mediation of self-consciousness and the pre-condition

The Alternative Approach for an expanded stage of self-consciousness.

The reality we live in does not permit such games. It Decaying bourgeois society has increasingly de-
is not cattle we are fighting for -- cattle only have one graded the worker (with his potential self-conscious
future, the slaughter-house -- but that ounce of hu- creativity) to a half-conscious attachment (appendage)
manity in us and the conditions that will permit of machines. The entropicprocessofcapitalistworking-
its development, class consciousness, much as that of the objective

environment, will not reverse themselves on their own.
In the battle for humanity there is only one effective Even in widespread strikes and With a general deterior-

weapon. Self-consciousness (of ourselves) as revolu- ation of living conditions, working-class radical ferment
tionaries and knowledge of the reality which we must will not by itself develop into revolutionary ferment.
change, are the fundamental premises of the process of Precisely because the entropic development of natural
organizing the working class for world revolution, resources as a consequence of capitalist economic

forms makes necessary the self-conscious creative
We will not tolerate a single mental or psychological development of revolutionary new technologies for the

block to obstruct our own thinking and feeling, and this universal labor process, the organization of creative
is what gives us the right to ruthlessly attack ideology self-consciousness in the working class is the neces-
and banality in others, sary pre-condition for socialist revolution. Exponen-

tially expanding socialist reproduction will then provide
Becoming conscious of our own self-consciousness, the material basis for an end to man's dependency upon

we will be able to produce self-consciousness, con- objective needs, for human freedom.
sciousness of the self, in those whom we are organ-
izing. We realize our self-consciousness in the other not
by pandering to the existent alienated self, the "little The organizing process in its Hegelian conception as
me" with all its so-called needs, but by addressing the actual infinity, i.e. as the self-conscious organizing of
potential creativity in the other, the self-consciousness self-consciousness, is as such a purely pedagogical one.
within him. Hegel, in his world of abstraction, is essentially a civil

servant (Beamter) for whom sensuous reality appears
If, in such fashion, we simultaneously organize in his papers (folders) in abstract form, but who

cadres and workers for self-consciousness, we put them remains estranged from reality itself. His self-con-
in a position to produce, on their own, self-conscious- sciousness is that of abstracted pure Logos (abstract
ness in others. The organizing process is the self- mind), his conception of reality remains imagination
conscious organizing or self-consciousness of self-con- (Vorstellung), he cannot actually grasp it (begreffen).
sciousness, etc. If we have a self-conscious grasp of
each one of these stages and comprehend it as a self- The pedagogical approach to organizing cadres and
expanding process, then this will continuously expand workers in general on the basis of self-consciousness is
our own self-consciousness, actually a correct one; however, it is limited. If the

spoken word remains the sole sensuous actualization of
If in those whom we organize we produce that which communication between human beings, then this dem-

is human, i.e. self-consciousness, as opposed to the onstrates its limitations.
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Organizing around a theoretical concept is a neces- conditions, by their being different, in turn produce a
sary phase in the formation of a cadre organization, higher level of self-consciousness.
which abstractness, however, must be left behind as
soon as possible. If left organizations work primarily on That Is the Marxian conception of the organizing
university campuses, and in addition to that are process as it finds its expression in condensed form in
governed by mistaken theoretical premises, then the the first Thesis on Feuerbach. To be a revolutionary
extent to which they are changing reality is no greater means to possess the unbound power of Prometheus, of
then that achieved by the civil servant when he closes Prometheus who has broken his chains. The power, the
his folder at five o'clock, love of Prometheus is not the soft and gentle sensu-

ousness of Feuerbach which is over with when it

Ludwig Feuerbach and his notion of grasping reality becomes concrete. It is the vehement passion which
go beyond the civil servant's mentality. For him the loves development in the other and uncompromisingly
process of becoming self-conscious implies sensuous hates and destroys what hinders such development.
access to the objective world. However, his process of
the exchange with nature ends with the sensuous Equipped with this weapon we will fight what really
actualization of the idea, since for him the object is blocks the consciousness of human beings in this
static, unchangeable, in-itself. At the point of actuali- society, those neuroses that are the deepest foundation
zation the process is finished; now something else has of ideology. Neither in the left, nor in the population in
to get underway. And thus Feuerbach's mentality general, is there a single individual who is not crippled
remains that of a clerk or a salesman (Angestellter) who in one way or another by neurotic notions. Sado-maso-
makes his sales pitch, sells his commodity, and then chistic social relations, degraded libido structures make
looks for the next buyer, everyday life into hell. Envy, greed, distrust, sexual

fantasies, lowliness, meaninglessness, and bitterness,
Such a clerk mentality is characteristic of the an unending sequence of inhuman, alienated feelings,

conventional left and its notion of political practice. The which everybody is carrying around with himself and
organizing process is identical with a concrete goal, the with which he has paid for his neuroses.
immediate demand must be won. The formation of

These feelings which are the symptoms of neurosisconsciousness generally stops at this point, the sensu-
ous actualization of the mental process becomes an act nobody actually wants, everybody longs for human
in itself, and in this fashion an in-itself-consciousness relations -- in the factory, in the university, at home.
can be developed in the working class. Everybody more or less senses this discrepancy be-

tween what is and what should be. Still, all that crap is

Since the world can only be really grasped (begrlffen) tolerated.
in the form of a process in which the particular aspect is
determined by the whole, this Feuerbachian form of Why?
organizing is of necessity ahistorical and inadequate to

Because the truth about a life without meaning wouldthe extent that so-called concreteness only generates a
political reactioti in itself, he intolerable. Because men and women in this society

piece by piece have to paste together illusions in order

For example, every round of wage-contract negotia- to be able to survive, in order not to lapse into dispair
tions is such an action in itself, blindly welcomed by the over the fact that they can't see a way out. Real human
left as an occasion to repress its frustration with its own beings are too vulnerable for this society.

inhuman and unfulfilled existence. Around a particular In childhood it is already necessary to develop a
strike, various left groups attempt to mobilize workers shield of stupidity, ignorance and illusions. As the child
in terms of a specific contents. Once the strike is over, grows older, increasingly "enriched" by experience,
successfully or unsuccessfully, the contents is for- the shell grows harder and thicker, taking up more and
gotten, the mobilization ebbs away, and, upon the next more of the inside, finally almost destroying the inner
concrete occation, has to be whipped up again, human self. In the end the person is "programmed" to

cope with any typical situation that comes up, i.e. has
The problem is this, that the lawfulness of the developed the adequate response or role for every

universe, which penetrates all aspects of being, is not aspect of the imaginary world.
understood. Any competent mathematician could ex-
plain to this left why political work on the basis of "bad Lack of success in this game leaves open the choice
infinity" cannot achieve its goal. The end of a line can between suicide and mental institution.
never be reached by again and again halving the
distance. Revolutionary consciousness does not develop But people don't talk about such things. Anxiously
linearly by adding knowledge in piecemeal fashion, they try to hide their weaknesses and their vulnerability
Revolutionary consciousness can only develop dialec- from others, and most of all from themselves. Only a
tically, through self-conscious intervention into and glittering facade will deceive the enemy, i.e. every-
changing of the objective conditions. These objective body, and hide the many wounds underneath.
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The facade is easily accepted. It is tolerated because Love as responsibility for the self-consciousness of
it supports one's own illusions. "If you accept my fairy the other is the method which will drive the civil servant
tale, I will accept yours, and jointly we can pretend that insane, because he cannot catalogue, enumerate it or
things aren't so bad after all, that reality doesn't file it away. Love in this sense is what even the police-
exist." If the husband can play this game with his wife, man would desperately like to have because it would
the worker with his co-worker, then the trick can work give meaning to his life.
on a larger scale as well. Then it is true, too, that Brazil
and India are far away and have nothing to do with us.

Programmatic Application
But behind the facade everything remains as it is.

What remains is primarily the idea that "the main On the basis of this conception of the organizing
thing is that I am making out alright;" "first of all I process we will rapidly implant ourselves in the
have to think of myself and solve my own problems." consciousness of the working class as the only serious
This inability to grasp and lend support to the Thou alternative to the popular front. The struggle against
remains the source of all continued suffering. This the increasing destruction of human self-consciousness
impotence, the inability to find a human relationship to based upon the positive alternative of the organizing
the other, is the mechanism which is reproduced time process is the concept; the struggle against national
and time again and always increases the bestialization ideology and the specific neuroses are the predicates of
and banalization of social relations, this concept. The difference and the varying degrees of

destruction will be analyzed and exploited as part of the
This impotence is the sad result of so-called motherly international strategy.

love, the inability of the parents to love their children.
The mother who concentrates all the love she cannot Members of (for example) the German CP (DKP) will
give to her husband upon her child, makes the child the discover the psychological truth about themselves in
Object of her love and gives the child a sense of itself as the description of the impotence of the Italian CP (PCI)
an object and thus of love in general. That well-known and will thus be in a better position to become
motherly love, if it does not include the love of the conscious of themselves and of their function. The
father, is nothing but hatred, the love between mother French working class will gain a better understanding
and child nothing but a sado-masochistic relation, of the meaning of the "quality of life" to the German
Through the exclusiveness of this constellation is working class and they will recognize the impotence of
mediated the rotten understanding of merely reacting the French CP (PCF) which is incapable of anything but
to the existent infantile needs of the other, supporting the "quality of life" demands of the French

social democracy.
This is continued in the life of the adult: reaction to

the feelings of the other, which are the alienated In all European national sectors the working class can
feelings of a crippled individual. To tolerate these learn from the frustrations of the Swedish working class
feelings in the other and to be understanding of them with the Swedish model of the welfare state, and had
has nothing whatsoever to do with love and only means better come to recognize its own illusions. The inter-
condemning the other to existence in the form of an national working class will gain a precise under-
object, to hate him, since one does not give him the standing about the way in which the bourgeoisie
chance to develop, attempts to tie Zero Growth ideology to existing

national ideology, and they will see that living condi-
The self-conscious need to change the other into a tions will deteriorate no matter what the specific

self-conscious human being, the realization of the I in disguise of the slogan "more democracy in the factory
the Thou is the only real kind of love. Realization in the rather than higher wages."
other is the conquering of impotence, of the cause of
one's own suffering which results from the unchange- From the outset, the organizing process will proceed
ability of the I. from the international concept. For example, our inter-

vention into the youth organization of the social

That is the weapon which bourgeois ideology cannot democracy in West Germany is no more limited to West
deal with, because it depends upon keeping the I Germany than our recent confrontation with the group
isolated. As long as everybody remains fixated upon Lutte Ouvrlere is to France.
himself, no socialist movement can come into ex-
istence. As long as bourgeois, petit-bourgeois and For the goal which is at issue is an ever higher stage
petit-bourgeois leftists and, most importantly, workers, of self-conscious comprehension both of reality as it
remain self-fixated individuals, this world can be presents itself as a whole today and of the role of every

governed by civil servants and the police. Love as individual in this process. The SPD "Jusos" not only
self-developing self-consciousness in the Marxian sense think of themselves as the youth organization of the
is the medicine by which bourgeois society will SPD, but as organizers in their own right. But in this
be destroyed, they are victims of bourgeois ideology. On the one hand
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they are involved in other organizations -- youth or- spective to the youth organization of the SPD, thus
ganizations of the trade unions or Gastarbeiter organi- taking away the basis of the party itself, will drive the
zations, and they remain tied to class-in-itself institu- SPD leadership into panic. The SPD was the only
tions. They do not consciously attempt to break down European party which had at least partly succeeded in
the ideological barriers between young workers and absorbing serious radicalized youths. We will extend
students and thus fail to create the organizational pre- this strategy to Europe as a whole, and thus will quite
conditions for the recognition of common interests• suddenly confront the British Labour Party, the Young

Socialists group, and everyone who still holds on to the
We will confront especially those "Jusos" who are security of popular front politics with class-for-

engaged in organizing Gastarbeiter with their responsi- itself politics.
bility for the European working class as a whole -- a
responsibility which consists in demonstrating that We know how, following our success in the U.S.A.,
European recycling schemes constitute an attack upon we shall achieve left hegemony in Western Europe and
all segments of the working class• begin to organize the working class. And on the basis of

this knowledge we will assure a positive outcome to the
The fact that we will provide a revolutionary per- alternative of this decade.

ARM YOURSELF!READTO ORGANIZE!
ne/_




